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SPORTS

Hazel now
has deal for
bus service
Indians beat
Yanks, move
on to ALCS
Page_8
LOCAL

Wisehart files
for county jailer
Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey said he has received
the first filing for the November
1998 general election.
Coursey said Ronald G.
Wisehart, of Murray, has filed
for the Democratic nomination
for the office of Calloway
County Jailer.
Primary elections will be held
in May 1998.

NATIONAL

Three face
spy charges
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Claiming to have cracked a spy
ring that went undetected for
two decades, the FBI leveled
espionage charges Monday
against a Pentagon analyst,
her husband and another man.
Investigators said the analyst
bragged to an undercover
agent how easy it was to steal
secrets.
Recruited by East Germany
during their student days at the
University of Wisconsin Milwaukee in the early and
mid-1970s, the three trained for
years in the ways of Soviet
spycraft, sought positions in
and around government and
used the access they gained to
steal classified documents, the
government alleged.
When the Cold War ended,
the husband-wife team and the
third person, an expert in Slavic
languages, sought new opportunities spying for South Africa,
according to the allegations.
Theresa Marie Squillacote is
quoted in the allegations as exclaiming in joy after making a
new contact last year with a
man she thought was a South
African official.
"All those years and I did it!"
she is quoted as saying in an
intercepted telephone call. In
fact, the man was an FBI agent
under cover

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear. Low
in the lower 60s. Light wind.
Wednesday...Partly sunny
and warm. High in the mid
80s.
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By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

Map of bus
route on p. 2

The Murray-Calloway County
Transit Authority is expanding its
route to include the residents of
Hazel.
Because of the lack of a local
grocery store, residents of Hazel
have to travel to Murray for their
Hazel commissioner Layne
necessities. Because many Hazel
worked with the transit
Schmidt
cannot
and
elderly
residents are
drive themselves, city officials authority on a tentative schedule
have tried a number of ways to and route through both cities.
Twice a week, a transit authorcombat the problem. A solution
bus will arrive in Hazel at
ity
was reached late last month.
9:30 a.m. and will travel a circuStarting today, the transit aular route around the city to pick
sershuttle
provide
will
thority
up passengers. The bus will then
vice to and from Hazel twice a
travel to Murray and make sevweek for those residents who
eral scheduled stops at various
need to shop in Murray.
shopping areas and the Murray"I think we're in the transporCalloway County Hospital.
tation business now for the long
Transfers from the scheduled
haul," Mayor Dan Farris told
drop-off points to any other areas
Hazel commissioners Monday.
of Murray will cost riders an adFarris said the city has entered
ditional 25 cents.
into a contractual agreement with
the transit authority.
The bus will begin picking up
Before reaching the agreement,
passengers at those various locaa round trip from Hazel to Murtions at 12:40 p.m. and will array on a transit authority bus
back in Hazel at 1:50 p.m.
rive
would have cost residents $12.
"This is a starting point," FarBut Farris said the city will save
ris said. "(Once the route begins)
residents $10 per trip by paying
we can make changes to improve
the transit authority $100 per
the service" if needed.
month to lower that cost for
On Monday, commissioners
residents.
discussed
paying the subsidy in
A round-trip ride from Hazel
lump sums, either yearly or every
to Murray will now cost senior
citizens and disabled persons $2. six months, and will approach the
transit authority about that agreeThe ride will be $3 for other
ment this week. But for now, the
riders.
commission voted to pay the au"This has the potential to be a
great benefit to our residents, thority for the service through the
whether they need to shop for end of the year.
groceries, visit relatives or whatever," Farris said.
• See Page 2

BERNARD KANEILedger 8, Times Photo

OUT OF UNIFORM: Calloway County High School seniors Tami Thompson and Miranda Rogers joke
with a member of the Kentucky National Guard during Career Day at the armory Monday.

Local men attend
Promise Keepers rally
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Some went in vans, others in
buses, others in planes and others
in their own vehicles.
Men from across the country
descended on Washington, D.C.
for "Stand in the Gap" a sacred
assembly of Christian men sponsored by Promise Keepers.
Local men who attended called
the meeting a life-changing
experience.
"I took my 13-year-old son

Yezerski, a member of Westside Baptist Church, was part of a
group of men through the region
who boarded three buses in Mayfield at 7 p.m. Friday evening,
drove to Washington, arrived just
before the event on Saturday and
then came back home immediately afterwards.

,
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Yezerski has attended a Promise Keepers stadium event, which
often has over 60,000 men in attendance. But he said Saturday's
event on the mall was something
unique.
"It was an awesome experience," Yezerski said. "To be

See Page 2

adjacent property owners.
•Commissioner the"The
city's contention is that
the land does not now, and never
Donny Myatt
has, served a public purpose and
that's why we want it closed,"
resigning
Fanis said.
Farris said following last Tuesday's hearing, Circuit Judge Dennis Foust traveled to Hazel to
A two-year-old dispute over look at the alley.
the closure of an undeveloped al"No matter which way this
ley in Hazel may be decided by case ends up, I think it is a real
the end of October.
feather in (Foust's) cap for the
According to Mayor Dan Far- time he spent on this issue," Farris, the alley, which technically ris said.
runs north/south behind a row of
In other business, the
businesses on U.S. Highway 641, commission:
was designated a public right-of'Voted to pay city clerk Janway in 1891. Since that time, the
alley has never been used and nice Wilkerson $300 to enter four
several buildings have been built years worth of city documents
onto computer files.
across it.
The entries will include miWhen the city decided to close
the alley following a request by nutes from all the commission
resident James Galimore, Ralph meetings during that time period,
Latimer, who owns property in ordinances and other official
the area, objected. A bench trial documents.
was held last week in Calloway
'Was given an update on the
Circuit Court.
Monday, Farris gave Ha/c1 Annual Hazel Days Celebration,
commissioners an update on the held last weekend.
Commissioners touted this
case.
"The bottom line is that our at- year's celebration as a success.
"Each year it gets a little bigtorney has 10 days in which to
file a response. From that day, ger," Farris said. "We had better
(the other attorneys in the case) participation in the events this
have 10 days to respond to that year than we did last year. We
and from that day, the judge has had more people take part in the
five days to rule on it," Farris car show (sponsored by the Hazel
Woman's Club), and all the other
said.
Farris told the Ledger the city events."
wants the land designated as
surplus property and deeded to 11 See Page 2
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Imps photo

FLOAT AWAY: Jim Sprague and Chad Ward hold the top as
Mist' Abbott aligns the holes as the Pre-Vet Club begins work on
their entry for the homecoming parade at the Expo Center Monday
night. The parade begins Saturday at 9 a.m. on Main Street.
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"It was 28 hours on the bus
and six hours on the Mall,"
Yezerski said.

Alley dispute
in Hazel awaits
judge's decision

Board
takes
on tests
AURORA, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Board of Education,
suspecting that allegations of inappropriate test practices are not
always investigated by local
school districts, has decided to
assert more control.
The board, meeting at Kenlakc
State Resort Park, on Monday
filed an intent to amend a state
regulation that legislates a testing
code of ethics for school
employees.
With the change, the regulation
would require all allegations received by the Department of Education to be referred to a specific
branch, the Bureau for Management Support Services, for
investigation.
Allegations must include at
least the name of a school or district and a specific complaint.
Margie Pope, a state board
member from Paducah, said it
was regrettable the action had to
be taken because a few school
systems failed to enforce the
code.
"I'm concerned that this is
taking back responsibility from
local districts. But we almost
have to do this. I wish we didn't
have to," Mrs. Pope said.
It will be at least six months
before the chvge takes effect.
The board nikii1 hold two public
hearings and take a final vote.
The board also took a step
toward paying an extra $1.5 million in rewards to schools and
districts whose test scores were
depressed because of errors by
the test contractor.

with me and to be surrounded by
men with one purpose — to
praise and worship the Lord — it
was a tremendous experience,"
Dr. John Yezerski said.
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•Rally...
FROM PAGE 1
shoulder to shoulder as far as you
can see with men — black men
and red men. Rich men and poor
men. Young men and old men.
All there to celebrate Jesus Christ
— it was incredible."
Yezerski was just one of a
number of local men who attended. Blood River Baptist
Church had 11 members of their
congregation attend.
Rev. Mark Welch of the New
Life Christian Center also found
the experience to be "cleansing."
"I was impressed with the fact
that the event was geared to helping men deal with our own stuff
— our own sin," Welch said.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3:
7-6-9
Pick 4:
9-3-1-0
Cash 5:
11-16-18-30-35

"Nobody was pointing a finger at
anyone."
Welch was part of a group of
seven from New Life who attended the event. And as a minister, he took special solace in the
event.
"They really emphasize the
clergy," Welch said. "I think it's
important people understand
sometimes how difficult it is for
clery — how inadequate we feel
about our calling. I really felt uplifted by the experience."
Randy Adams also attended
with his son after missing a
chance to go to an event in St.
Louis in July.
"I didn't feel like I could miss
this one," Adams said. "I could
see how men who had gone to St.
Louis had found a renewal of
hope and how it had been a spiritual reviving to friends."
Adams recalled seeing helicopters lift off from the White
House, and thinks President Clinton might have gotten a birdseye
view of the event.
"Looking up, I wondered what
kind of feelings the people in the
helicopters had about seeing
this," Adams said.
A series of Jumbrotrons kept
men closer to the activities coming from the podium throughout
the day.
Yezerski said the sermon by

Tony Evans, a nationally-known
radio evangelist, was particularly
moving to him.
"He talked .about family responsibility," Yezerski said.
Adams missed Evans in a unique way.
"I was looking forward all day
to hearing Tony Evans. I wanted
to try and take a picture of my
son at the Washington Monument, and I got so focused on

that, I missed hearing Tony
Evans," Adams said.
The men who attended said
they hope Promise Keepers will
reach out and strengthen communities across the country.
"I think it renewed hope for
our nation and now we can reach
out," Adams said. "We all have a
responsibility as Christian men,
each person, to serve God and
serve mankind."

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
The Tennessee Valley Authority
will pay state and local governments a record $271.5 million
this year in tax equivalent payments, the agency said today.
The payments to eight states
where TVA has operations or interests are based on power sales
and represent a $15.8 million increase over the $255.7 million
paid out last year.
"Our total payments ... are up
more than 6 percent from last
year, reflecting a strong economy
in the TVA region," TVA Chairman Craven Crowell said.
Most of the money goes directly to state government where
it is redistributed for everything
from roads to schools.
Tennessee and Alabama will
receive the largest shares. Tennessee will get $169.8 million, up
$10.3 million from last year, and
Alabama will receive $66.4 million, up $2.9 million.
Kentucky is next at $15.8 mil-

Your Discount Stereo Store
Car CD player with speakers starting
at $19995
Huge selection of speaker boxes
Layaway Now for Christmas!

lion, followed by Mississippi,
$13.9 million; Georgia, $3.8 million; North Carolina, $929,182;
Virginia, $616,785; and Illinois,
$236,912.
Illinois is the only state not in
TVA's service area. But TVA has
coal reserves there.
TVA is exempt from most state
and local taxes. But it has been
making these payments — on a
monthly basis — for more than
60 years as an equivalent.
Critics at competing utilities
say the payments don't offset the
tax breaks and other benefits
TVA receives as a federal
agency.
The TVA board will consider
approving the final 1997 monthly
payment at its Oct. 15 meeting in
Memphis.
The TVA is the nation's
largest producer of electricity. Its
self-financed power program provides electricity to large industries and 160 distributors serving
nearly 8 million people in the
Southeast.

Transit Authority Route for Hazel

"As always a working man's friend"
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States get $271.5 million
from TVA instead of taxes
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The Murray High School Tiger Band participated In Murray State University's 20th annual "Festival of Champions" Saturday, where the band's
"Visions of Flight" program won the preliminary competition for Division A schools. MHS placed eighth overall for the day. Pictured are:
Jennl Hopkins, percussion leader; John Young, field commander and
Cheri Reidel, colorguard captain.

CAPITAL SEEKERS,INC.

tr

FROM PAGE 1
Commissioners talked about
renting more portable restrooms
for next year's events after some
business owners complained to
them about the number of people
using store's restrooms.
Farris also thanked the Murray
Police Department's Explorer
group, which helped with traffic
control.
"We sure appreciate their help.
Next year, we may want to think
about asking them to come down
again. The city could donate
some money to their group for
the help."
.Was informed of an audit of
federal housing authority funds
issued to the city last year.
The funds were used to help
refurbish and, in some cases, rebuild several homes in the city
last year.
Farris told the commission two
checks had not cleared when he
sent the books to the Kentucky
Housing Corporation, leaving a
misleading balance.*
"The city has used all the money they gave us. It's just when I
sent them the (paperwork), the
account showed there was still
money in there," Farris said.

•Hazel...
FROM PAGE 1
Transit authority dispatcher
Teressa Bayless said they are
pleased to provide the service.
"I think it's going to be good
for us and the citizens of Hazel.
It will allow them the opportunity
to get out and go shopping or
whatever they need to do. I'm
glad we were able to do this."

(r)

State St.
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CALL NOW! 1-800-669-8957

ASK US.
You may never know how easy recovery
can be if you don't ask us.
We're Holland Medical Equipment. With
nearly 14 years of quality products, innovative service and a network of caring professionals, we can help you be more comfortable, more mobile, and make it easier on the

family who is helping you get back on your

feet.
Ask your doctor; then, ask us.
From special beds, to walking aids, to
respiratory aids and therapy, we've got the
answers. We're Holland Medical, where the
care and the caring continue.
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III Alley dispute...
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"There is no money left, it's just
that the checks had not cleared."
Farris said the city was directed to conduct an audit of the
funds at a cost of $1,500.
"I can't see having to spend
$1,500 worth of taxpayers' money to have an audit of that account," Farris said. "The books
are here and God and anyone else
is welcome to come look at
them."
Farris said he had asked if an
audit could be avoided when he
returned the paperwork, and will
make that same request again.
"Now that those checks have
cleared, I'm going to ask them
once more not to have to conduct
that audit," Farris said. "I don't
want to put the city in a bad situation, but I don't see spending
that kind of money because some
checks hadn't cleared the bank
yet."
*Accepted the resignation of
commissioner Donny Myatt.
In a letter to the commission,
Myatt said he is stepping down
from the position because of
health reasons.
"It is with much regret that we
accept your resignation," Farris
told Myatt. "I wish you God's
speed and good health."
The city has 30 days in which
to appoint a new commissioner.

Couple weds
600 feet up
LEAVENWORTH, Wash.
(AP) — Walking down the aisle
did not offer the kind of excitement David and Katherine Scott
were looking for. So they roped
up and scaled a 600-foot cliff.
At the top of Castle Rock
waited the pastor and wedding
party, with the sun breaking
through after a bit of light rain.
"It was awesome, just a little
wet," Mrs. Scott said. "But it
was nice and easy, and it was
fun."
The Puyallup couple, avid
climbers who both work at a
school district, took the same
route up the cliff overlooking
Tumwater Canyon that they had
taken on their first date six years
ago.
The best man, Mike Rowley
climbed with the couple and
photographed the event. Relatives
and friends took the easy way up
by hiking a trail.
We can provide Information
and coverage for your
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FARM, BUSINESS coverages too
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Lawmakers chafe at line-item vetoes; override unlikely
override process. But he conceded, "Whether it moves or not,
I don't know," and he added that
the measure probably would not
seek to restore all 38 vetoed
items.
Their remarks illustrated that
for now, it will be harder for lawmakers to tuck pet projects into
massive spending bills, a timehoned congressional practice. Not
impossible, but harder.
"The use of the line-item veto
... makes clear that the old rules
have in fact changed," Clinton
told reporters.
On Monday, Clinton wielded
his line-item veto power for the
second time since receiving it
this year, this time on the $9 billion military construction bill for
the fiscal year that started Oct. 1.

He earlier had used it to reject
two obscure tax provisions and
an item affecting New York's
Medicaid spending.
The 38 vetoed military items
were in 24 states from New York
to Hawaii, affecting Democrats as
well as Republicans. The affected
projects are in states represented
by 27 GOP senators and 21
Democrats. On the House side,
they are located in 26
Republican-represented districts
and 12 Democratic ones.
Among the targets: an $8.5
million truck-washing facility at
Fort Irwin, Calif.; $3.3 million
for storing Tomahawk missiles at
Yorktown Naval Weapons Stations in Virginia; and $7.2 million to improve a rifle range at
Fort Knox, Ky.

The $287 million Clinton's
vetoes would save is but a tiny
percentage of the $1.7 trillion the
government expects to spend this
year. Even so, he cast the event
as the latest step in his budgetbalancing effort, telling reporters:
"I will scrutinize the other (12)
appropriation bills, using appropriate criteria in each instance,
and will exercise the line-item
veto when warranted."
Nevertheless, Clinton's remarks were relatively gentle. He
did not use the loaded term
"pork" to describe the projects,
instead saying many of the
canceled projects "have merit but
should be considered in the
future."
Indeed, the president's aides

Senate gets cleaned up health bill
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
With a political pothole out of
the way, health-insurance legislation appears rolling along toward
what may be a sooner-thanexpected conclusion.
With little discussion or debate, the Senate Appropriations
and Revenue Committee on Monday approved the legislation and
sent it for a scheduled vote in the
full Senate today.

Unlver? band's
For DIvlred are:
der and

The legislation and the entire
special session was put at risk
last Thursday when Chairman
Benny Ray Bailey, D-Hindman,
added an amendment that would
have placed severe restrictions on
using managed care in the state's
Medicaid program. It is one of
Bailey's favorite topics, but had
little to do with health insurance
legislation.
There were furious negotia-

MMS student expelled for drugs
Staff Report
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A Murray Middle School student has been expelled from
school for the rest of the semester
for drug possession.

The Murray Independent
School Board met on Friday in
special session and handed down
the suspension after the student
was discovered in possession of
marijuana.

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday,
Oct. 8, 1997:
Expect the extraordinary and the
impossible this year. Sudden bursts
of good luck come from out of the
blue. You have worked hard to
achieve your goals; now you finally
see them happening. You have positive domestic and emotional realizations. A new home is not out of the
picture, and water is likely to be
nearby. If you aren't moving, check
your roof and plumbing! If you are
single, a romance enters your life
that could knock your socks off.
Cupid's arrow hits the bull's-eye! If
attached, your relationship is magi• cally renewed. There is a strong possibility of a new addition. CAPRICORN is an anchor.
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
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ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** You feel like you are standing
in a rip tide; fortunately, you are
only in up to your ankles. Others
look to you to take charge and give
them some direction. What you
thought was a forgotten cause pops
back to life. You like the resurrection! Tonight: Clear the decks.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Career options, or decisions
that you put on the back burner,
come forward. Lasso what you want,
now that timing is better. Creativity
surges, ideas spin and communications take a provocative turn. Your
imagination seems reborn. Tonight:
Let it happen.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You are energized by what is
going on.Touch base with an associate who could make all the difference. Listen carefully to news that
comes forth. It feels like it is too good
to believe. Grab onto the coattails of
Lady Luck,and go for it! Tonight: Be
with a favorite loved one.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Someone suddenly pops into
your life. Interest is renewed in a
key association. Have realistic expectations. Pinch yourself,ifit helps!
A money matter is appealing, and
doors open. Timing is fine; walk
through that porthole. Tonight: You
enjoy lots of laughs.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Pleasant rewards come from
a forming or changing relationship.
Goodwill and optimism prevail. Opportunities strike; it is appropriate
to launch into action. A matter close
to your work or health opens up. Act
on a decision. Tonight: Consider a
new aerobic sport.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Suddenly, the skies part
over you, revealing an opportunity
you have been coveting. Don't stop;
go straight for it. Discussions about
money and work also prove successful. Emphasize the unexpected, and
appreciate a gift. Tonight:Play,party
and celebrate!
LIBIRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Creative brainstorming allows you to be imaginative. A romance is fostered by this type of

discussion. Everyone sudden y
seems to be in the mood to please. A
positive change on the home front
relieves stress. Tonight: Put your
feet up, and relax!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Straight talk is important,
but it is possible that you don't see
things as others do. Remember, everyone is likely to have his own point
of view, none any less valid than
another. A domestic change for the
better allows you to create more of
what you want. Tonight: Hang out!
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
****You are overwhelmed by good
news, the number of messages and
another's offer. Stay as centered as
possible, and review a money matter. There is a change involving your
funds,though the seeds were planted
in May. Tonight: Pay bills.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You are full of get-up-andgo. Where you once felt restrained,
you now flow freely. You can't stop
yourselffrom going full steam ahead.
A money matter tied into June becomes apparent. Timing is also correct to move on a financial request.
Tonight: Beam in what you want.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
****You have an instinctive reaction. Consider where you are coming
from. There is more going on here
than you are aware. You feel renewed and optimistic. Now is the
right time to put yourselfon the line,
and go for what you want. Tonight:
Disappear with a favorite friend.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You are more bouncy and
upbeat than you have been for many
months. Discussions open up a new
angle in a relationship. Something
you have wanted since spring becomes a stronger possibility. Confidence is renewed.Tonight:Celebrate
good news.
BORN TODAY
Comedian Chevy Chase(1943),civil
rights leader Jesse Jackson (1941),
actress Sigourney Weaver(1949)
***

Lions, especially pleas by Senate
President Larry Saunders, who
has staked much of his young tenure on getting an acceptable bill
passed.
Bailey said he agreed to stand
aside after discussions with Saunders. "It just is not the forum to
address this issue," Bailey said.
Saunders agreed to create a task
force to look into the Medicaid
program as an appeasement to
Bailey.
The committee removed
Bailey's amendment before voting 9-2 to approve the bill. Bailey
and Sen. David Williams, RBv urke.sville, cast the dissenting
votes.
Sen. Tim Shaughnessy, DLouisville, the primary sponsor
of the legislation, said the debate
can now focus where it belongs.
"We've got the bill back on
course and we've tried to clean it
up," Shaughnessy said.
Sen. Charlie Borders, R MURRAY
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Russell, sponsored the compromise venture Monday morning.
Borders, though, said he was not
really familiar with the contents
of the amendment, but offered it
as a compromise to get negotiations moving again after consultations among Insurance Commissioner George Nichols III,
Gov. Paul Patton and legislative
leaders.
The primary features of the legislation are allowing insurance
companies to base premium rates
on an individual's health history
and creating a state-sanctioned
insurance program for people unable to obtain coverage elsewhere
because of their health problems.
Several other provisions were
added in the Borders amendment.
One would specify that the General Fund would only be liable
for a $5 million assessment to
underwrite pool losses each of
the first three years of its
existence.
But another provision would
make it possible to have two assessments, or taxes, added to the
health insurance premiums of
those who have coverage to cover
the costs of the pool coverage for
people with risky health status.
Those assessments would each be
one-half of one percent of the
total premium. But companies
could take the assessment into account when determining their
rates, which would have the ef_feet of keeping them from being
listed as a separate item on premium bills.
In the first year of the program, the assessments combined
could raise as much as $15.6

TERMS
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The Garden Path
*Quality Garden Accessories
•Useful & Decorative Gifts
'Dried Floral & Herbal Arrangements
'Antique & Lovingly Used Items
Tues.-Fri. 10-5
The Village (6411 N.-Next to Cain's Jeep) Murray, 110

Correction
In our Monday Oct. 6 edition of the
Murray Ledger & Times Stone Lang Hearing
Rehabilitation's Hearing Aid Sale will end
Oct. 31st, 1997.
We apologize for any inconvenience.

B. Scott Foster, D.C.
Caring for all your Chiropractic needs
I. Headaches & Dizziness 2. Low Back & Leg Pain
3. Neck-Shoulder & Arm Pain
Gentle Corrective Chiropractic Care Can Help.

•••

For an Appointment Call 759-8000
Most major health care insurance
policies cover chiropractic care.

1210 Johnson Blvd. Murray, KY

CURRENT
INTEREST
RATE

1110 UNITED

just four of the bill's 10 projects
in that state were requested by
the administration.
Also unaffected were the districts of House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga.: House Majority
Leader Dick Armey, R -Texas:
House Majority Whip Tom DeLay, R-Texas; the House Appropriations Committee chairman,
Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La.; Senate Majority Whip Don Nickles'
home state of Oklahoma; and
Stevens' Alaska.
Almost as interesting were the
lawmakers whose states or districts were targeted by Clinton.
These included Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D.;
Rep. Steny Hoyer, D-Md., a topranking Democrat; Rep. Floyd
Spence, R-S.C., chairman of the
House National Security Committee; and Sen. Robert Byrd,
D-W.Va., ranking Democrat on
the Senate Appropriations
Committee.
"The line-item veto is no
budget-cutting cure-all," said
Byrd, one of the lawmakers who
is challenging the constitutionality of the power. "It is nothing
more than a club for the White
House to use to beat the members
of Congress, and it stinks."

Come Browse Along...

Another provision seems to
lend financial assistance to Anthem Blue Cross-Blue Shield.
Companies that took high-risk
people as customers during the
previous three years would be
able to seek reimbursement from
the pool in coming years for the
costs incurred by those people.
There were 22 amendments
filed for potential consideration
during today's vote in the Senate,
though at least four of them were
duplicative.
One was another effort by Williams to cap or remove the General Fund appropriation from the
risk pool and substitute a higher
assessment on insurance
premiums.
Williams tried to delete the appropriation during Monday's
committee meeting. He said he
feared the insurance pool would
become a dumping ground for insurance companies to send people
who might actually make a claim
for health coverage. The pool
could turn into a huge fund that
increasing state tax
dtake
y.
money.

Investment Rates
182-DAY
CERTIFICATE
OF DEPOSIT

said that out of 145 projects lawmakers added to the legislation,
he left 107 intact.
"Congress plays a vital role in
this process, and its judgment is
entitled to respect and deference," Clinton said.
The president said he used
three criteria for his vetoes: projects not sought immediately by
the Defense Department, not affecting the quality of life of servicemen and servicewomen, and
those which would not have been
built this year.
Stevens complained that 32 of
the 38 vetoed projects were in the
Pentagon's five-year list of
needed work and that lawmakers
were simply financing them now
rather than a few years in the
future.
"Those were not pork projects," he told reporters, calling
the vetoes "an arbitrary, political
decision to make the president
look good."
And with Clinton still facing
legislative battles this year over
trade and his domestic agenda,
many congressional leaders found
their own projects untouched by
his vetoes. There were no vetoes
in Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott's Mississippi, even though

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

[UNDERSTANDING NVE TMENT!

WASHINGTON (AP) — Lawmakers from both panics are
chafing at President Clinton's use
of his new line-item veto power
to kill 38 military construction
projects. But most concede there
is little chance Congress will
have the muscle to restore the
spending.
"You've got to have a twothirds vote" to override each
veto, noted Rep. John Murtha, a
senior Democrat in whose western Pennsylvania district Clinton
killed a $14 million hangar for
the Marine Corps Reserves.
"How many times does that happen in an administration? Three
or four times."
The Senate Appropriations
Committee chairman, Sen. Ted
Stevens, R-Alaska, said he would
prepare a bill to begin Congress'
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SIX-WEEK COURSE DESIGNED
TO SHOW YOU HOW TO MAXIMIZE
YOUR INVESTING POTENTIAL.
Taught by Betty Boston, Certified Financial
Planner and Financial Consultant with the
Murray office of Hilliard Lyons.
October 16 - November 20, 1997
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
To register, contact Murray State University's

office of Community Education, 207 Collins
Center, 762-3662 or 1-800-669-7654.
J.J.B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons, Inc. • Member NYSE and SIK
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PADUCAH
KENTUCKY

INSTITUTE OF
ELECTRONIC
TECHNOLOGY

Now Enrolling For Night Classes
Starting In November!
-National Accreditation
'Associate Degree Program
-Financial Aide Available tf Qualified
'Job Placement Assistance

Communications
Avionics • Computers
Digital Electronics

Call 1-800-995-4438
509 South 30th
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
"What We Teach Works"
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FROM OUR READERS
Reader touts friend's book
Dear Editor:
I read in your paper about a fifteen-year-old boy that killed his mother
and then went to school and killed his former girlfriend and her friend
and wounded seven other people. When neighbors and school officials
were asked about this boy, they said, "He was a quiet boy and all were
surprised at the things he had done." You may think you know someone
but you never really know them at all.
This has happened to me a few days ago. There is a man in Murray that
I have known along time. At least I thought I knew him. His name is Ron
Pace. I always knew that if my heating system went out Ron could make
me warm,and if my cooling system went out, Ron could make me cool.
But never in my wildest dream did I ever think that Ron could give me as
much pleasure as he did when he handed me a book that he has written.
The book is entitled,"Poems and Things." I took the book thinking that it
wassomething that he had written in his past time. Man,was!surprised?
I began to read and the more I read the more! was impressed. The more I
read the better the book got. As I read, I knew that I was meeting a Ron
Pace that! had never known before. I knew that I was meeting a man
from the inside out. It was such a great pleasure to meet a man that can
write in such a way that he can inspire you spiritually, morally and in
many other ways.
All people over fifty years of age can relate to it and all people under
fifty can learn from it. You may go through life thinking that you know
someone, then all of a sudden one thing happens which makes you
realize that you really did not know them at all. I was always pleased at
the way I had knew Ron. But now,I'm elated that! have met a new Ron
who has given me great pleasure by writing on paper the things from the
heart.
Hal K. Kingins
1105 South 16th St., Murray, KY 42071

Like aging aristocrats down on
their luck, the last roses huddle
together in autumn twilight. Heads
bowed, petals wilting, they are
shabby but stoic as they brace
themselves for winter.
I want to cut the last of them.
Bring them inside. But my husband,
the rose tender, assures me that it is
best to leave the last buds on the
vine. "It will make them stronger
next spring," he says.
Of course, I don't believe him,so
when he leaves the house for a few
hours, I consult his gardening
books. I flip through page after
glossy page to find the rules for late
roses. The mandate is clear:
"You should refrain from cutting
three to five weeks before the first
hard frost in your area," Taylor's
Guide recommends. And it does not
matter if they are past their prime.
Snipping them off is not advisable.
It also declares that even in the deep
south, where roses may not go
dormant, the spent blooms should
be left.
"This gives the plants a rest," the
paragraph ends, and even I — who
have never cultivated my own garden — grasp the inherent logic. In
the end, after all, hasn't each of us
earned a rest?
But! miss the roses already. Long
for the delicious fragrance they
brought to the house all summer and
into early fall. With a vase full of
roses next to me as I write, I feel

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
rich, pampered. "Surely," I've said
to my husband more than once,
"there is nothing more luxurious
than roses from your own garden.
They put the florist to shame."
After I finish my research, I slip
outside to the flower bed to inspect.
Maybe I could clip just one to bring
inside. We would not miss it next
spring, not with all these bushes
laden with late blooms.
I stoop to look at the flowers.lam
touched by their grace, their easy
acceptance of fate. The little spikes
that marked their plots in spring are
still in place, though some are
driven so far into the ground, they
could be the tops of tiny gravestones. I have to brush away the dirt
to read the names.
They are an exotic lot — Fantin
Latour, Pascali, Madame Louis
Leveque. It could be a gathering of
expatriates at a seedy embassy.
There are still some vibrant orange
buds, tight as fists. The pinks,
though still lovely, are faded as
yesterday's bridesmaids. The whites

are silky and splendid,like the ivory
keys on an old grand piano. Spent
petals are everywhere, the last
scraps of summer's confetti.
I realize I will not cut any more
flowers this season, and console
myself with the fact that by now
most of the blooms are shaggy and
splayed, no longer a match for the
shimmering symmetry of my crystal
vase. The husband is right. How
absolutely like him to understand
the natural order of things, he who
tends his children and his garden
with the same loving touch. •
I come inside remembering how,
the last time I saw my mother alive,
she was in a wheelchair. I was
giving her a tour of the grounds of
the nursing home where strangers
tended her 24 hours a day. She did
not know where she was, nor who!
was, yet it seemed important that I
show her the last flowers. Maybe
she would recall the rose garden in
the .house on Oak Avenue. Or
perhaps somewhere in the shadowy
maze of her aphasia she would hear
the familiar strains of my father's

joking rendition of "The Last Rose
of Summer."
I told her about the roses my
husband planted in Kentucky,said!
wished she could come home with
me to see them. She nodded mutely
and smiled at me like I was a
stranger. She was far beyond the
place where trips to faraway children were possible.
When she died, we bid her
farewell with dozens of blood red
roses, her favorite. The flowers
were beautiful, but odd. My husband explained to me that they were
a special breed, without thorns or
scent, as if the dead might be
offended by signs of life.
This is the season of homecomings. For some that means tailgate
parties, football games,chrysanthemum corsages. I imagine a queen
and her court marching primly onto
the field at half-time. Their high
heels sink into the 50-yard line as
they pose for the crowning. In the
stands, old friends hug, barely
touching.
For me, homecoming means bidding farewell to the last roses,
paying tribute to the joy and peace
they have selflessly shared. I gaze at
the garden through the kitchen
window and am reminded of —
despite unseasonably warm temperatures — the inevitably of first
frost. Winter will be here before I
know it, but the roses are certain to
come back*again next spring.

Reader suggests: Turn to God
Dear Editor
The world is changing daily. Wars and rumors of wars abound.
Politicians and government heads try to legislate what is right and what is
wrong. Employers and employees try to get along in hopes of greater
productivity. But, unfortunately, in human attempts to do the best and
right thing, very often the worst possible results come to pass.
The human condition is in constant termoil with itself. When a human
has to decide between right or wrong,good or evil, and love or hate, the
action that takes place is monumental. The choice taken will determine
the individuals' destiny in life. Very often, the decisions we make today
will determine the future not only for us, but life will be what we will
harvest in the autumn of life.
When faced with choices and dilemmas of life, there is only one place
to turn, and that is to Christ. All other places that we might turn to in time
of change and trouble will fail, but Christ will never fail. When human
effort fails, Gods' perfect plan takes over.
If we can only empty ourselves at the mercy seat of God where God
can actually work with us, what a wonder life would be.
John Mark Roberts
174 West Fork Rd., Murray, KY 42071
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Group works on 'Christmas Dreams'
Dear Editor:
We are making our list for our "Children's Christmas Dream." The
community and the Kenlake staff have worked together for many years
supplying gifts to area kids for Christmas. We take a great deal of pride in
working with the community to help make a "Childs Christmas Dream"
come true.
If you would like to participate, please mail your contribution to:
Kenlakes "Childs Christmas Dream", 542 Kenlalce Rd., Hardin, Ky.
42025.
We will be working with the areas resource center to find children
who need assistance. We will choose ten children from Calloway County
& ten children from Marshall County.
Gloria Peck-Hargrove & Vicki Wimberly
97 coordinators for Christmas Dream

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Sept. 29 — The Miami Herald, on HMOs:
There's a fundamental controversy simmering among healthmaintenance organizations. Three nonprofit HMOs want uniform
laws that protect patients' rights. The industry's association wants
to keep those standards voluntary. ...
Voluntary or mandatory, unless someone somewhere holds
HMOs to uniform standards, their pruported ability to hold down
medical costs and ability to experiment with cost-saving measures
could be eroded by trickles and streams of state and federal laws....
HMOs represent a true and rapid shift in how Americans think of
health care and how they receive it. But the behavior of parts of
that industry has demonstrated a need for oversight and a need to
bring consumer rights into balance. If voluntary controls win out
here, their champions should make them work quickly. The clock is
ticking.

Attention Washington!
US, REP. Ed WhiOeld
202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
US. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

Changing the balance ofpower
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
President Clinton's 38-item veto,
congressional business as usual
really did change — although the
savings will hardly dent deficits.
What's happening will do more
to alter the balance of power than
to balance budgets.
That's assuming it withstands
an almost certain challenge in the
Supreme Court, which hasn't really ruled on the constitutionality
of the line item veto, letting it
stand unless somebody can make
a case that they have been damaged by the use of the power
and so had grounds to sue.
Somebody almost certainly
will by the time all the targets for
Clinton's new piecemeal veto
power have been handled.
He first used it six weeks ago
to block three narrowly-targeted
tax provisions tacked onto the
budget deal between the administration and Congress. There
are negotiations on new versions
of those measures.
That was only the warmup.
Clinton said at the time that he
expected the most glaring examples of line item veto bait to be in
the appropriations bills, which
are the measures he's getting
flow.

He found 38 of them in the
first of the 13 big money bills for
the new budget year, the $9 billion military construction bill,
pruned by $287 million by the
items he blocked.
.There's a way back for the rejected items, but it is an obstacle

•
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PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
course leading, in the end, to an
old-fashioned veto. Majorities in
both House and Senate could revive a line item vetoed project in
a separate bill, which then is subject to a presidential veto that
could only be reversed by twothirds votes.
Effectively, that means that
line item vetoes give presidents
the last word on specific spending measures, and that's where
the balance is altered. Until this
power, sought by presidents since
Ulysses S. Grant, took effect this
year, Congress had the leverage,
since it codid write unwanted
terms into an essential bill and
dare a president to veto it.
Now Clinton can veto their pet
projects and dare them to try to
put the money back. But only
that; presidents can't enforce policy with line item vetoes. The
Republican Congress can, by denying Clinton appropriations he
wants. No veto power affects
that.
In his first round appropriations vetoes on Monday, Clinton
was careful to observe the political amenities. Nobody at the

White House was talking about
pork barrel spending or pet projects tacked onto the bill to impress voters back home.
Clinton wasn't so circumspect
when he signed the bill in 1996
and said it was a weapon against
"special interest boondoggles,
tax loopholes and pure pork."
Using the veto, he called it a
vital tool "to stand up for the national interests over narrow interests." He said some of the projects he vetoed were OK but
ought to wait, and that they were
in Democratic as well as Republican districts all over the country.
Besides, he said, he let Congress keep most of what it added,
saying its judgment is entitled to
deference and respect, and signing off on 107 military construction projects the Pentagon didn't
seek or want.
After all, he's got much more
on the docket than these or the
add-on spending that will show
up in other appropriations bills
for the new budget year. He
needs votes and allies, especially
on its embattled trade legislation,
and picking veto fights over pro-

jects back home can only hurt
that cause and others.
So he did it politely, and rejected projects in 24 states, sparing 20 others for which Congress
had added items. Congress had
30 days to try to overrule him,
and there were immediate threats
to try.
But to do it, Republicans who
have insisted they're the budget
cutters would have to stand and
openly demand more spending
for favored projects; so long as
there are item vetoes, the era
when such measures could be
quietly tucked into a bill by a
congressional committee is gone.
Now, saying no to Clinton's no
is more difficult politically. A
Clinton economic advisor compared it to the politics of Social
Security and other benefit-paying
programs, the entitlements that
are swelling federal spending.
Rhetoric about spending discipline, in general and in those
politically sensitive entitlement
programs, is no problem. Enforcing it is.
"People tend to support it in
the abstract," said Gene Sperling, chairman of the National
Economic Council. "It tends to
be a bit tougher and more painful
in the specific."
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter
R. Mears, vice president and
columnist for The Associated
Press, has reported on
Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.
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753-1682
Southside
Shopping Center
Murray

Stylists:
Glenda Garland
Wanda Hobbs
Susie Hall
641 South
Uncle Jeffs
Shopping Ctr.
Murray

STYLING SALON

Amy Speight - Owner/Stylist
Amber Brien - Owner/Nail Tech
Aleisha Fritts - Stylist

(01

Hair & Nails

759-2369

Open 7 Days A Week
Monday-Friday 8-8
Saturday 8-6, Sunday 1-5

Steppin'
out with...

'No Appointment Necessary'
Chestnut
Murray
Hills

759-9811

PAUL MITCHELL

Hwy 121 By Pass • Murray

14ffiatrix

767-05254
00-A Hillwood Dr., Murray
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JCPenney

753-4582

We Have Gift Certificates!!)
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Fringe

(Permanent Hair Removal)

Benefits
Perm Special *32

For Appointment Or
Free Consultation
'I14\11/ Call Patricia Mullins, C.E.
or Katherine Griffin, C.F.
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759-1874

753-8856
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Carol Hill - Stylist/Owner
Wanda Housden - Stylist
Lori Falwell - Stylist
Delana McCuiston - Part-Time

Open Mon.-Sat. 8-5
I)ixicland ('enter

Katherine Lax
Iva Carson - Helen Jones
Beverly Warren - Shirley Morton
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753-5540

Northside Shopping Center
(Chestnut St.)

Deanie's glaircare

EZELL

"Specializing in Razor Cuts"

Beauty School
306 N. 4th St.

MEN • WOMEN • CHILDREN
Highlighting, Tinting, Perms,
Facials, Pedicures & Manicures

Body Waves, Root Perms, Spirals
& Piggyback
139 Acorn Ln. Murray • 435-4115

nrollment Every Tuesday!

North of Lynn Grove (Same focation)

753-4723

AFFORDABLE PRICES

ATTITUDES
Hair Design
Heather Broadway
Kimberly Hill
Brenda Peck

•

1411 Olive

//4/

.,

• Massage Therapy • Facials
• Hair Care • Manicures
•Pedicures • Aromatherapy
• Sugaring • AVEDA Products

Gift Certificates Available
301 N. 12th St. • Murray • 767-0760
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102 North 15th Street
Murray, KY 42071

"Murray's Only Full Service Salon"

Susanne Shefton - Styfist
Wane caffimore - Nail Tech.
Karen Feagin - Stylist
Tammy Seay - Owner/Stylist

214 N. 15th St.
Next to The Wag
Murray, KY 42071
For Appointments Call

Lori Houghton
Tabatha Crawford
Valerie Kendall

The Essential
Day Spa
so" d acg
VIA

Susan Sutter - Nail Tech
Lisa Suitor - Stylist
Monica Nance - Stylist

-

tWio

(502) 753-3688
S.

Debbie Shspla - Owner
Diana Darnell - Stylist
Deena Blalock - Stylist
Hanna Simple - Stylist
Nail Teck
Esthetician

753-1181
715 S. 12th
Murray

Come See Patty, Takina,
Tonya, Tonia and Melissa
Today!
1701 Hwy 121 ey•Pass
Murray, KY 42071
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Zetas will meet Thursday

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Oct.
3, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Ballow baby boy. parents. Jeremy
and stacy, Mayfield,
Thomas baby girl, mother, Maurice
Thomas Murray

Dismissals
Mrs Blanch B Russell, Mayfield;
Frank Gore and Miss Karen Yvone
Green, Benton Mrs Anna Sue Hinze,
Hazel;
Mrs. Annie Kate McClain, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Barbara Canup, Dexter:
Mrs. Stacie Lee-Anne Bear and
baby boy, New Concord: Austin Ray
Holder, Cadiz.
Mrs Esther Beatrice Johnson, Miss
Mary Jane Skinner, Mrs Robbie
-lames Hutson,
Mrs. Crystal Gail Boone, Mrs Shannon G Garner. Raymond Frank
French, Tony Corbett, Miss Tonis D
Barkley,
Mrs Rita V McDonald, Kenneth Dewayne Smith, MISS Brenda L Washer,

and Jerry Michael McCallon, all of
Murray

• • • •
Three newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 4, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions

Calloway County Middle School will have its SERVE Reporting
meeting today (Tuesday) at 3:30 p.m. in the Media Center of the
school. Cloyd Bumgardner, principal, invites the public to attend.

Dismissals

Calloway County High School Band Boosters will meet today
(Tuesday) at 5:30 p.m. in the band room at the high school. Nancy
Slinker, president, urges all members, parents, and interested persons
to attend.

Mrs Barbara Thompson and Mrs.
Wilma Virginia Snyder, Benton; Mrs.
Michelle L Paschall and baby girl,
Alm°,
Mrs. Camilla E McElroy, Puryear,
Tenn.: Codie C. Cochrum, Mayfield;
Miss Anna Marie Lindsey, Hazel;
Robert Ray Downs, Mrs. Florence
Howlett Standfast,
Mrs. Margarette Kendal McCuiston,
and Mrs. Edith Archer Garrison, all of
Murray.

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

SUBSCRIBE

BILLS

BILLS

We can provide Information
and coverage for your

BILLS

Homeowners Only

NATIONWIDE
LENDING CORPORATION
, Bp—
-burs 7aLoans Shown
Based on 1199% 20 y•
at 1239% APR
DRE LC 101220973
lADOStin

Band Boosters will meet today

LifeHouse deadline extended

ZETA DEPARTMENT photo
Members of Zeta Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 9, at 11 a.m. at the club house to carpool to The Rieverfront
Plantation Inn, Dover, Tenn., for lunch at noon. Hostesses will be Ella
Mae Quertermous, Jo Elkins, Ann Doran, Mildred Newton and Rose
Marie Bryan. Guest speakers for the September meeting were, pictured,
from left, Nathan Hicks, Kim McFarlen and Nancy Christensen from
Playhouse in the Park. Hicks and Christensen who have roles in the
play, Bell, Book and Candle, did a preview of the play, being directed
by McFarlen, to open Oct. 10 at the Playhouse in the Park. September
department hostesses were Barbara Brandon, Sally Crass, Marie Wallace and Neva Grey Allbritten.

BOAT

CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110'mo
to
$50,000 - $550 mo
1-800-228-9052

CCMS event is today

Watson baby girl, mother, Rhonda
House, Calvert City;
Smith baby girl, parents, Debbie
and Gary Mayfield;
Porter baby boy, parents. Cynthia
and Andrew, Gilbertsville.

Quilt will be given away

INSURANCE

Pet Therapy on Thursday

We'll always be there for you.

Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Oct. 9, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. For more information call Lois Ruiz,
436-2453.

VFW meeting on Thursday
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VFW 6291 Post and Ladies Auxiliary of Veterans of Foreign
Wars will meet Thursday. Oct. 9, at 7 p.m. at the American Legion
Hall, South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. All members and interested persons are encouraged to attend.

You can protect your home.
Save energy and add lasting beauty.
Tiffany

Murray Christian Women's Club will have a prayer coffee on
Thursday, Oct. 9, from 9:30 to 11 a.m, at the home of Anne Vinson,
310 Oakdale Dr., Murray. All interested persons are invited to attend. For information call 753-8216.

The Calloway Family Resource Center has issued an Angel Alert
for the following items: a dehumidifier is urgently needed and also a
little girl's coat, size 7 or 8. Please call 753-3070 or 753-3879 for
more information.

Shelter hummer< Cos., llome Off., Coii.imeia, MO

Full
View Oak

Prayer Coffee Thursday

Angel Alert issued

21 STEEL - Security/Storm Doors
Econo I

Technology Committee of East Elementary School Site-base Decision Making Council will have special calling meeting Thursday,
Oct. 9, at 3:30 p.m. in the school library. Agenda items include
budget, goals and future events. All interested persons are invited.

Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, Oct. 0, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Chapel Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Harold "Jack"
Romaine
401 S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
759-1033 or
753-0873
Licensed in KY & Th

wc

East committee will meet

Faxon Fire District will meet

Ask about Shelter's HOME, LIFE,
CAR AND FARM coverages too

IIII
wdei,

LifeHouse Care Center for Women has extended the deadline for
reservations for its annual banquet on Saturday, Oct. 18, at 6:30 p.m.
at CurriS Center, Murray State University, to Wednesday, Oct. 8.
Child care will be provided for infants through fifth grade if made
with reservation. For reservations call 753-0700 or 1-800-467-7172.

Sun-Ray

Lodge 592 plans meeting
Includes
Tax.
Dead Bolt
Installation

'229

'259

'269

'319

SECURITY DOORS
PARIS
E. Wood St. • Next to Karoners Kara • (901) 644-7500
318
Hrs.: M,Tu, Th, Frl. 9 to 5; Sat. 9 to noon; Closed Wed

411
41$0'
Vickie Horner is pictured with the new quilt that will be given away at
First Christian Church bazaar, Noel Market, on Nov. 1. As co-chairman
of the event, Horner encourages everyone to put this special Saturday
on their calendar. Christmas crafts, baked items, a coffee shop, and a
soup and cornmeal luncheon will be some of the offerings for the day
which will begin at 8 a.m. Tickets will be offered for the new quilt as
well as an antique quilt and a crocheted afghan. The public is invited to
this event at the church, 111 North Fifth St., Murray.

Woodmen of the World Lodge No. 592 will meet Thursday, Oct.
urges
9, at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant. Tom Scruggs, president,
attend.
all members are urged to

PAAMI will meet Thursday
The Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally III will meet Thursday, Oct. 9, at 6:30 p.m. at Graves County Extension Office, off
Highway 45, Mayfield. This will be a caring and sharing meeting.
All interested persons are invited. For more information call Darlene
at 1-502-251-0670.

Bereavement Support Group to meet
Bereavement Support Group will meet Thursday, Oct. 9, at 9:30
a.m. in Suite 283-W of Medical Arts Building, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For information contact Kathy Culbert R.N. at
762-1485.

JIOMECOMING 1997

Prenatal class offered

/11

Join us for lunch
each Friday
11 a.m.-2 p.m. and
registerfor door prize!

Murray Family YMCA is now offering aprenatal water aerobics
class at the Carr Health Building pool on Murray State University
campus. Each participant must have the written permission of her
attending physican to participate. Class time is 8:30 to 9:30 p.m.,
Tuesday and Thursday. This class is open to all YMCA facility
members. For information call Brenda at 753-0228.

Fashions
for all
ages.
sot
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EVERYONE WELCOME
753-3800 For More Information
^Corner of Doran Rd. & Holiday Dr.

Monica Walston

Emily Yonts

Courtney Canerdy

305 8. 12th • Murray • 753-7441
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Tuesday, Oct. 7
Calloway County Middle School
SERVE Reporting meeting/3:30
p.m./Media Center. Public invited.
Jewelry sal• fund-raising event at
Murray Woman's Club House/10
a.m.-7 p.m.
Almo-Dextor No. 4 Fire Protection
District meeting/7 p.m./fire station at
Almo.
Auditions for 'The Best Christmas
Pageant Ever at Playhouse in the
Park/7 p.m. Info/759-1752.
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club open potluck meeting/6:30
p.m./dub house_
Book Sale by Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club starts at noon
at Calloway Public Library.
Calloway County Band Boosters/5,30
p.m./CC High School Band Room_
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McPherson-McClure
wedding vows are said
Alisha McPherson of Calvert City and Jeff McClure of Murray
were married Saturday, Aug. 2, 1997, at 1 p.m. at Altona Baptist
Church, Calvert City.
Russ Davidson officiated. Music was by Tim Driver, soloist, Amy
Peal, pianist, and Martha Ann Morehead, organist. The couple performed the lighting of the unity candle together during the song, "I
Swear."
The bride is the daughter of Ronnie and Barbara McPherson of
Calvert City. She is the granddaughter of Cyble Trimm and the late
George Timm, and of Wallace and Wanda McPherson, all of Calvert
City.
The groom is the son of Don and Marsha McClure of Murray. He is
the grandson of Wavel and Hattie Osborn and of Grayson and Aline
McClure.
Escorted by her father, the bride was given in marriage by her parents. She carried a bouquet of yellow, pink, lilac and white roses.
Bridesmaids were Heather Tracy of Murray and Kristin Kuta of Gilbertsville. The flower girl was Laiken Tabers, daughter of Jody and
Kristy Tabers of Kirksey.
Jody Tabers was best man. Kevin Farris was a groomsman. Ushers
were Joe Childress, cousin of the bride, and Wesley McPherson,
brother of the bride.
A reception followed at First Baptist Church, Calvert City.
The bridal table was cented with a three tiered wedding cake with a
staircase off to the right side with three more tiers. It was trimmed
with yellow and pink icing with a fountain underneath. The cake was
topped with a Precious Moments bride and groom statuette.
The couple spent their honeymoon in Fairfield Glade, Tenn.

Jehovah's Witnesses
assembly day Oct. 11
"Do All Things for the Sake of the
Good News" is the theme of the
upcoming special assembly day for
Jehovah's Witnesses. Twenty-two
congregations from western Kentucky and southern Indiana will
converge at the Vanderburgh Auditorium and Convention Center, 715
Locust Street, Evansville, Ind. on
Saturday, Oct. 11, for the event.
Gayle Corner, circuit supervisor
for the group,explained the purpose
of the assembly: "The good news of
God's Kingdom is the most important news heard today. It is a unique
privilege to be bearers of the Bible's
promise of better conditions under
the rule of God's Kingdom. This
special day will remind us of the
need to continually measure up to
God's requirements and standards in
our thinking and conduct, and to
keep on declaring this good news
without letup."
New Witnesses will have the
opportunity to be baptized at the
meeting.
The principal talk will be delivered by a guest speaker from the
world headquarters of the Witnesses
in Brooklyn, New York. Lee Waters
will speak on the subject "Fit to Be
Entrusted With the Good News," at
2:55 p.m.

uI
iUB
.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands
'Brake Service
•Transmission Service
'Cooling Syslem Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated

All interested persons are invited
to the entire day's program, which
will begin at 9:50 a.m. and conclude
at 3:55 p.m.

Professional Lubrication for
your car trirk motor home

'The Very BEST In Retirement
And Assisted Living—

Hickory Woods
84 Utterback Rd. • Murray, Hy.

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
753-4461

Activities/5:30 p.m.. Prayer and Bible
Study/7 p.m.
First Christian Church Choir/7:30
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Directory
pictures/3-9 p.m.; Do Re Mi Club/6
p.m.; mission groups, prayer
meeting/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.; College
Fellowship/6:45 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pre-School
Choir and Choristers/5 p.m.; Handbell
Rehearsal/6 p.m.; Singers
Unlimited/6:15 p.m.; Adult Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel Choir and
Wesleyan Circle at church/7:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 8
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship
supper/.5:30 p.m.. Library open/6 p.m.;
Children's Choirs, Prime Time. Prayer
meeting, Bible Study/6:30 p.m.. Sanctuary Choir/7:35 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Kids Klub,
Youth, College/Career, Adult Bible
Studies/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
MSU/open 8!30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m,-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery, FA Center, MSU/open
8 a.m.-6 p.m.
National Boy Scout Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Retirement Center

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

513 S. 12th St.

Wednesday, Oct. 8
Greater Hope Baptist Church Youth

Contact Katherine Morris 502-753-5339 at
HICKORY WOODS Marketing Office,Hwy.121 By-Pass,
Murray, KY (Between Curves and Oakwood Studio)

it
The Aerobic

Exercise system that...

✓

Takes only 30 Minutes V Burns Body Fat, not lean muscle
women
✓ Strengthens muscles & cardiovascular system V Is designed for
V Begins when you arrive

Wednesday, Oct. 8
Influenza vaccine clinic/7:30
a.m.-4:30 p.m./Calloway County
Health Center.
LifeHouse banquet reservations for
Oct. 18 due today by calling 753-0700.
Book sale by Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club continues at
Calloway Public Library,
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open B a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
West View Nursing Home Bible
Class/10 am.; Cooking Time/2 p.m.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Kroger/10 a.m,-noon and 1-3 p.m.
discussion/11
AA/closed
a.m./American Legion Building.
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.
St. Leo Catholic Church Fun and
Fellowship/8:30 a.m.; Adult
Education/7 p.m.

Curves®
for women
759-3400
1008 Hwy 121 N.
Murray

'Based on 12 month co

NOW OPEN
at our new home!

akgertiaite

Today

kitchen & horn(

City or County...
Kentucky Farm Bureau is where
you should Insure your Home!

Check our Rates

at

10A.

753-4703

A

HOME • MOBILE HOME • RENTERS • FARM
Stuart
Alexander

13,3b

310 South 4th Street • Murray

Cornelison

Cherry Hitt' Farm
(Just past Hoffman's on 94 East)

Still all your favorites....
Murray State

University
* *i
6ssuu"1349,

Welcome
Alumni!

Coffee, Candles, Linens, Cookware,
Soaps, Prints, Books & Gourmet Foods

Good Luck
Racers!

and Featuring...

MSU Watches

30%

Portmeirion China •Louisville Stoneware
•Fitz & Floyd

off

Through Saturday, Oct. 11, 1997

Plus....

Tea Room to open January 1998
Bed & Breakfast to open April 1998

507 S. 12th 1Five Points
our

753-4462 759
'
1529
We Honor
Competitors Coupons

Improvement

Volunteers/4:30 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce,
Ladies Guild of St. Leo Catholic
Church/7 p.m.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Weaks Community Center. Info/Marlene, 753-2350 or Sue,
489-2922.
Independent Christian Singles/7 p.m.
potluck at Senior Citizens' building,
Mayfield. Info/Nancy, 762-0231, or
Eugene, 753-6718.
Free blood pressure checks/noon-2
p.m./Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
Blood River Baptist Association meeting at Grace Baptist Church, Murray/7
p.m.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m./Log
Cabin Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club/First Presbyterian
Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter weigh-in/6
p.m./meeting/7 p.m./Hardin Library.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed
discussion/8 p.m./American Legion
Hall. Info/759-9882.
West Fork Baptist Church Baptist
Women/7 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church Women on
Mission I at 6:30 p.m. w/Kathy Ligon;
Hattie Lee Galloway Group/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Kathleen Jones
Group/2 p.m. w/Lucille Thurman;
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; Bea Walker
Group/7 p.m. w/Anne Vinson.

Wednesday, Oct. II
Northside Baptist Church prayer
meeting/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Children's
Mission Activities, WWOW midweek
service/7 p m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p m
Westside Baptist Church fellowship
dinner/6 p m.:Youth Creative
Ministries/6 30 p m TeamKid/6:45
p.m.; Youth Alive and Adult Groups
and Studiesi7 p m.
New Life Christian Center service/7
p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible Ladies Bible Class/9:30 a.m., Bible
classes/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
classes7 p.m.
Faith Apostolic Church prayer
service/7 p.m.
Eastwood Baptist Church study/7
p.m.
Community Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church services/7
p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/7:30
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
(502) 759 1400
Monday SaUdes 10 m 13 9 pm — &silty 12X pm
6C10 pm

94 E at Van Cleave Rd. • Murray • 753-0545
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DIVISION I-AA POLL
HUNTINGDON VAL.LEY, Pa (AP) — Tbe lop 25
Nese In Ow Spas Neese* °Mice 1-AA barbel port
WM OM-0am vows is parentheses, records *rough
Oct 5 end previous nanWne.
Record Pa Pry
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9
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4
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3-2
697 23
16 Whole St
3-2
598 24
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7
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4-2
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4115
—
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—
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24. Connecicut
4-0
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Ailing Racers prep for Goys
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Denver Johnson wasn't seeking
perfection against TennesseeMartin Saturday, all he wanted
was to just get through it with a
win and no more injuries.
A shutout against one of his
former employers would have
been nice too, but there's still no
shame in winning just 45-7 in a
conference game on the road, a
victory that propelled the Racers
from 25th up to 20th in this

week's Division I-AA national
poll.
"You have to win some conference games on the road if you
have any ambition of winning the
conference," Johnson said at
Monday's weekly media luncheon."We had a couple of penalties or we would have had about
as good a defensive night as you
could ask for, and the offense
keeps getting better. (Quarterback) Dan (Loyd) had a pretty
good night overall, and 1 was re-

Broncos roll
over Pats in
second half

ally encouraged by what I saw
there.
"All-in-all it was a pretty good
outing," he added. "We're not
very healthy, but 4,e were able to
get through it without making it
worse."
Perhaps the only disappointment after the Racers improved
to 4-2 overall and 3-0 in the Ohio
Valley Conference was the fact
that MSU didn't complete the
shutout as Martin returned a kickoff 100 yards for a score in the

fourth quarter.
balanced out," he added.
"1 was really disappointed with
Injuries to the offensive line
the special teams," Johnson said. are Johnson's main concern as
"We had a punt blocked, we mis- the Racers host former league
handled a snap on a field goal member Austin Peay Saturday at
and then we had the return on the 3 for homecoming. Austin Peay
kickoff. Anytime the other team (0-5) now competes as a Division
gets a 100-yard return you're not 1-AA independent after dropping
happy. I was really disappointed to non-scholarship status in footfor the defense because we ball. The Governors remain a
conference member in all other
couldn't keep the shutout.
"On the other side we blocked sports.
a punt and had a couple of nice
returns of our own, so it probably • See Page 9

Indians get
past Yanks;
Orioles next

National League Playoffs

Davis rushes for 171 yards
in 34-13 Denver explosion

Cleveland exorcises ghosts
of past with 4-3 win Monday

By JOHN MOSSMAN
AP Sports Writer

By KEN BERGER
AP Sports Writer

DENVER (AP) — John Elway proved once
and for all he's not a one-man show.
Elway threw two first-half interceptions
and by halftime was 7-of-15 for 61 yards —
figures that would have doomed Denver teams
of the past.
But while the Hall of Fame-bound quarterback was struggling, Terrell Davis ran for 171
yards and Rod Smith made like Lynn Swann,
leaping high over defenders to pull down 47and 40,-yard receptions.
The Broncos defense, meanwhile, shut out
the NFL's No. 2-rated offense in the second
half, and the result was a 34-13 romp over the
New England Patriots on Monday night.
In a battle of the NFL's last remaining unbeaten teams, the Broncos posted their 10th
straight win over the Patriots, who are the defending AFC champions — a designation the
Broncos felt would be theirs until a shocking
first-round playoff loss to Jacksonville last
January.
"This game might have big implications
down the line," Elway said. "To be tested
like we were tonight by a good football team
that went to the Super Bowl last year, it answers a lot of questions.
"We still have a long way to go, and our
schedule gets tougher. But we feel good being
where we are."
Two big defensive plays by Denver linebacker John Mobley, who finished with 13
tackles, helped stake the Broncos to a 14-0
first-quarter lead. Mobley forced a fumble,
ending a Patriots drive at the Denver 25, and
Davis, the NFL rushing leader, capped a subsequent 75-yard touchdown drive with a
2-yard run.
Less than two minutes later, Mobley intercepted a pass from Drew Bledsoe and returned it 13 yards for a touchdown.
The second quarter, however, belonged to
the Patriots. Safety Willie Clay twice intercepted Elway, setting up Bledsoe's 44-yard
TD pass to Keith Byars and a field goal by
Adam Vinatieri. Another field goal cut the deficit to 14-13 at halftime.
Denver responded by scoring on its first
three possessions of the third quarter. Elway

CLEVELAND (AP) — After decades of
chasing the New York Yankees, the Cleveland Indians finally caught them.
Up next, a modern-day nuisance: the Baltimore Orioles.
Cleveland is going back to the AL championship series for the second time in three
years. This time, it's a surprise. Few believed
the Indians would get past the powerful Yankees for a shot at reversing last year's firstround postseason loss to the Orioles.
After Cleveland advanced with a 4-3 victory in Game 5 Monday night, believers suddenly abound.
"I think it's more of a relief celebration
than a 'We won something' celebration," said
Orel Hershiser, who won Game 4 to extend
the season one more day. "We're relieved to
win."
The Indians won this one for Bob Feller
and Bob Lemon and Jim Hegan — and all
those teams that kept losing to the dreaded
Yankees.
Cleveland finished second to New York
five times in the 1950s. In 1954, the Indians
won a record 111 games, but got swept in the
World Series by another New York team —
the Giants.
Which is better? Beating the Yankees, or
getting another shot at Baltimore, which
ousted the Indians in the first round last year?
"It's always nice to beat the world champions," said Omar Vizquel, who won Game 4
with a ninth-inning single and drove the
Yankees crazy with his defense and baserunning the entire series.
"And I think we owe Baltimore something," he added. "Last year, they beat us at
home, and it's tough not to get to where you
want to go."
Jose Mesa was on the mound when the Indians' postseason effectively ended a year
ago. Roberto Alomar hit a 12th-inning homer
off the Cleveland closer at Jacobs Field to
send the Indians, winners of 99 games, out of
the playoffs in four games.
Fittingly, Mesa got the final five outs Monday night for his first postseason save since
Game 5 of the 1995 World Series. Bernie

File photo

Kevin Brown will start for Florida tonight against Atlanta in Game 1 of the National League Championship Series, where
the Marlins are making their first appearance.

Braves not fazed by Marlins
Atlanta in sixth straight NLCS;
Florida makes first appearance
By PAUL NEWBERRY
AP Sports Writer

12 regular-season meetings. After all, Atlanta beat those
same Marlins by nine games to win the East Division.
"Who really cares?" asked Greg Maddux, the starter
in Game 1 tonight against Kevin Brown. "The only
thing that matters are the next four wins. It doesn't really matter how you got here, but that you are here."
The Braves have reached the championship series for
an unprecedented sixth time in a row — the first two
coming before the Marlins were even a team. This is the
first postseason appearance for the 1993 expansion
team.
"Their feeling has to be greater than ours," said John
Smoltz, who will start for the Braves in Game 3. "Not
to take away from our feeling, but we've been here so
many times we have nothing to gain. They have everything to gain."
The Marlins have been chasing Atlanta ever since the

ATLANTA (AP) — Mark Wohlers obviously did
some research to explain why Florida's dominance of
Atlanta during the regular season doesn't mean a thing
in the NL championship series.
"The Mets dominated the Dodgers in 1988, won 10
out of 12," said Wohlers, referring to the teams that
met in that year's NLCS. "I'm pretty sure the Dodgers
represented the National League in the World Series
that year. If it didn't matter then, why should it matter
nine years later?"
The Braves hardly seem fazed by their lack of headto-head success against the Marlins, who won eight or • See Page 9

• See Page

• See Page 9

Mumme not mentioning Cooper searching for way
possibility of UK letdown to direct Cardinals to win
Gamecocks next
after 13ama win
By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
After the emotional victory over
Alabama last weekend, Kentucky
coach Hal Mumme doesn't plan
to mention to the Wildcats about
having a letdown at South Carolina on Saturday.
"We're not going to talk about
that and we're not going to talk
about the win either," he said at
his weekly news conference
Monday. "We're just going to try
to stay where we're at, just be
businesslike and focused."
Kentucky's 40-34 overtime

victory was the first- in 75 years
over Alabama, and it also
snapped a 12-game losing streak
to ranked teams since 1993.
"We're not going to bring
them down and tell them, 'Look,
you might lose,— he said. "Then
again, I'm not going to tell them,
'You might win this one because
you won the last one' either.
"None of that is very important. What is important is the
next play. That's all we ever say
to them."
Kentucky (3-2, 1-2 Southeastern Conference) will try to win
consecutive games for the first
time this season when it takes on
South Carolina (2-3, 0-3) in the
regionally televised contest.
Mumme brushed off any importance of having the No.

31-ranked team in the AP poll.
The Wildcats have not been in
the AP poll since Jan. 3, 1985,
following their win over Wisconsin in the Hall of Fame Bowl.
"Polls are opinion," he said.
"We're just going to play our
game this week. Beating Alabama helps a lot more (in recruiting) than being mentioned in an
opinion poll."
But Mumme said he's not surprised by the team's success after
five games.
"Our 13 seniors have great
character and I thought if we continued to improve in practice we
had a chance to knock off some
people," he said. "They've done
• See Page 9

Louisville 1-5 after
42-24 loss to USM
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Coaches, trainers, managers, graduate assistants and others in the
Louisville football program agree
on one thing — the Cardinals
need a victory.
Louisville coach Ron Cooper
recently got their opinions after
the struggling Cardinals (1-5, 0-1
Conference USA) suffered their
third consecutive loss, a 42-24
setback at Southern Mississippi
on Saturday.
"For the most part, the only
thing that is going to help our situation is a win," Cooper said
during his weekly news conference Monday.

Ron Cooper

put a complete game together,"
Cooper said. "It isn't that we're
not coaching the little things."
His big concern this week is
special teams' play. He plans to
send the team through "live"
workouts before this weekend's
home game against Tulane.
"I know the kid; know what to
do but we're just not going in
there and performing," Cooper
said.
Cooper was perturbed after the
loss to Southern Mississippi
when he noticed that some players were laughing and smiling on
the bus.
"I told the kids last night, 'I
can't think of one thing that
would make me smile after that

The Cardinals turned the ball
over four times and gave up 363
total yards against Southern Mississippi in another disappointing
performance.
"Sooner or later, we've got to • See,, Page
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said. "When you get into the
stretch run in the conference and
go in injured against some of
those guys, you're liable to come
out crippled, so it's advantageous
to us that the schedule is like it
is.
"The good thing about this
week is that we don't have to
worry about conference limitations and we can suit up a lot of
players," Johnson added. "Hopefully we can get this game in
hand a play a lot of folks. But after the fourth quarter at S1U, we
know we can't take any team for
granted."
As the OVC stretch run approaches, Johnson said he can

BRIEFS
Lady Racer golfers 13th in Lady Rebel
Murray State shot a two-day score of 649 to finish 13th in the 19-team Lady
Rebel Intercollegiate at Ole Miss Georgia State won the event with a score of
612
Senior Brandi Stevenson of Rockhold led the Lady Racers with an
80-80--160 for a he for 33rd Mikki McLeary, a senior horn South Fulton,
Tenn., shot an 82-79--161 which was good for a tie for 41st Sophomore Jessica Widman of Mansfield, Texas, also shot an 86-81--167 to finish in a tie for
64th and Jenny Daag, a sophomore from Linkoping, Sweden, shot an
86-86-172 to finish in a tie for 60th
Murray State's next action will come in Lexington at the lady Kat Invitational on Oct 10-12
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MSU rifle team competes at JSU
Murray State split into two squads and traveled to Jacksonville, Ala., to
compete against Jacksonville State in head-to-head match this weekend
Jacksonville won the meet with a score of 6125, followed by Murray State
Gold with 6106 and Murray State Blue with 5985
Senior Jake Fisher of Glendora, Calif., led the Gold team in smallbore,
shooting 1155 Fisher scored 383 in air rifel Marra Hastings, a sophomore
from Kingston, Wash , had the top air rifle score with a 387. She shot 1145 in
the smallbore Also for the Gold, Ken Hicks, a junior from Morrison, Colo.,
shot 1148 in smallbore and Emily Sobel°Id, a freshman from Covington, shot
385 in air rifle
For the Blue team, senior lryt Chance of Louisville, Colo., shot 1109 in
smallbore and 379 in air rifle. Freshman Ann Proctor of Westland, Mich., shot
1130 in smallbore and 383 in air rifle Matt Livesay , a sophomore from Eubank, shot 1093 in smallbore. Mike Punchocher, a senior from Hillsboro, Ore.,
shot 1145 in smallbore and 372 in air rifle. Crystal Kern shot 374 in air rifle for
the Blue team.
MS Us next meet will be Oct 25 at home against Austin Peay.
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"I'm also a little concerned about (right guard) Jud Carter; he
had shoulder surgery and even
though there's nothing wrong
with it, it's just the trauma of the
surgery, and it's still painful because there's still a lot of.scar
tissue that he could still tear."

III Broncos...
FROM PAGE 8
passed 30 yards to Smith and
then sneaked the final yard for a
21-13 lead. A 39-yard passinterference penalty against Pats
cornerback Jimmy Hitchcock set
up the first of two field goals by
Scott Bentley, playing in his first
NFL game because of an injury
last week to Jason Elam.
Then Smith beat Ty Law on a
47-yard reception to set up Davis' 1-yard run with 1:59 left in
the period, making it 31-13.
"It's been a long time since
we had a game like this that
meant so much against a good
opponent where we went out and
dominated the second half," El-

MSU tennis player wins Tech tourney

B;

"(Center) Brian Cox has a torn
ligament in his knee, and even
though there's some hope that we
can get him back, we've taken
the posture that we've lost him
forever," Johnson said. "(Backup
center) Adam Blalock won't be
back this week and he may not be
back for Eastern Kentucky (Oct.
18), but he should certainly be
back for the last three.

Murray State's Nina Sartz-Knudsen rolled to the singles championship this
weekend at the Tennessee Tech Invitational.
Sartz-Knudsen, a sophomore from Oslo, Norway, cruised to the title, never
dropping more than two games in a set. She defeated Elena DeLucca of Tennessee Tech 6-2, 6-2 in the finals. Along the way, Sartz-Knudsen beat Sara
Stanley of Eastern Kentucky 6-0, 6-1 and Emily Gong of Jacksonville State
6-1, 6-2,
Lady Racer senior Martha Zimmer of Atlanta, Ga., junior Brooke Berryman
of Westerville, Ohio, freshman Julia Hite of Florence, senior Angela Brooks
horn Louisville and Nancy Norstrom, a sophomore from Centralia, Ill., all took
second in singles

way said. "We got bogged down
in the second quarter, but we
came out more aggressive in the
third quarter, especially in the
passing game, and got them on
their heels. That's when Terrell is
at his best."
Davis gained 114 of his 171
yards in the second half.
"He just gets stronger and
stronger as the game goes on,"
Elway said. "When we need
some first downs, he's the guy
we want to give it to. He's able
to put the dagger in a little bit
deeper."
Davis said the "passing game
was a little off, so I had to keep
the offense going and take the
pressure off the quarterback."
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Williams flied out to Brian Giles
in left field — where Albert Belle
used to roam — and Mesa
dropped to his knees, pounding
the ground. Alomar ran to the
mound and pounced on Mesa,
perhaps the biggest reason the Indians went to the World Series
two years ago.
"It was real good for me to be
out there for the last out in the
ninth inning," said Mesa, who
talked with reporters for the first
time since being acquitted of a
rape charge in April. "After all
that I've been through, still the
fans were there for me. I said to
myself that I've got to do it one
more time for the fans."
Before Mesa, Mike Jackson
and Paul Assenmacher shut down
the Bronx Bombers, 21-year-old
rookie Jaret Wright dazzled them
again. Wright, who won Game 2
at Yankee Stadium, beat Andy
Pettitte and the Yankees once
more.
"I don't know if you would
call me the star of the series,"
Wright said. "We've got 24 other
guys in this ballclub."
Now 2-0 and suddenly the ace
of this pitching staff, Wright is
off a postseason start that brings
to mind rookies like Mike Beddicker, Fernando Valenzuela and
Dave Righetti.
"A lot of things make him
special," manager Mike Hargrove said. "His stuff is one of
them. His demeanor is another. I
think what I enjoy most is seeing
the spark in his eyes in a competitive situation."

Wright allowed three runs and
eight hits in 5 1-3 innings, walking three and striking out five. He
outdueled Pettitte, a playoff road
warrior who couldn't overcome a
three-run third inning.
"I'm trying to think back on
what I did wrong," said Pettitte,
who was brilliant in winning
Game 5 of the World Series at
Atlanta last year. "I can't
second-guess myself. It was the
stinking last game of the season,
and I worked so hard, killed myself all year to get to this
position."
The Yankees' quest for a second straight and 24th World Series title ended in an unlikely
place — Cleveland. New York
was 15-5 at Jacobs Field before
dropping two of three and the
series.
The Yankees might be moving
on if not for brilliant defense and
baserunning by Vizquel and a diving play by Jim Thome that
seemed to tilt the game, series
and season away from the
Yankees.
Derek Jeter beat out an infield
single — although the replays
showed he was out. Indian-killer
Paul O'Neill hit a hot smash to
Thome — a converted third baseman at first — who dove to his
right and threw out Jeter from his
belly.
"Thome's play was the kind
that changes a game," said
O'Neill, who seemed to bury the
Indians with a grand slam in
Game 3. "We threw everything
we had at them, but we're going
home."

Alabama game. Mumme doesn't
believe the athletic depaitment
should spend a lot of money reeverything we've asked."
While pleased with the victory placing the goal posts.
"I told them they probably
over Alabama, Mumme wasn't
totally satisfied with the perfor- ought to buy the cheap ones," he
said. "Our fans deserve to tear
mance by the Wildcats.
"We made a lot of mistakes," them down occasionally."
he said. "We could have played a
lot better than we did Saturday
night, especially on offense. I'm
not sure we could have played
better on defense. I think offensively there were a lot of plays
where we had a lack of focus
(and) some dropped passes."
Mumme praised the fans who
REMANUFACTURED ENGINES
have been part of the more than
3 yr /50.000 mile warranty
59,000 at each of the three home
games — three of the four largest
Exchanged price:
in Commonwealth Stadium
350 GM 4-Bolt
$999
history.
2.8
GM
$1019
"I've been saying this since I
400 Ford
$1079
got here, the fan support is so
351 Ford Windsor $1059
wonderful," he said. "I think the
14.4.,Nitmo,. um avaLlatrls
people around here truly love
remaatafar farad se nin.
football. I just think they're disfMaar
a.a.laNle as low as
appointed in recent years. I ha129 par +wadi
ven't seen many places that conIn Stock At:
tinue to sell season tickets we've
sold. I think it's one of the reaD&W Auto Supply, Inc.
sons we can be very successful
512 So 12th Street
here."
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The fans swarmed the field and
(502)
753-4563
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Jane Rogers Ins.

"1 think our kids are feeling
better about themselves and I
don't think we will have much of
a letdown this week," he said.
"There are still a lot of areas we
can improve in and we've got
several guys trying to work their
way into the lineup.

"He hasn't been playing there
long, but we got what we needed
from him; he got on the right guy
on most every play," the coach
said. "We left him in there the
whole game because he needed
the reps and the work."
Johnson said the non conference game with Peay
comes at a good time with Eastern Kentucky visiting Stewart
Stadium Oct. 18 at 11:30 a.m.

"We have to try to get better
every week, and if we do, then
the wins and losses will take care
of themselves," Johnson added.
"If we improve every week we
will probably win, but if we go
back or plateau off, we could
lose. It doesn't matter if it's Austin Peay or Nebraska, you have to
get better all the time."

"We've got guys playing limited; we're pretty beat up," he
sense his team's confidence

FROM PAGE 8
offseason, when they went on a
free-agent spending spree to
quickly close the gap on the dominant Braves. While Florida fell
short in the division race, they
finished with the second-best record in the NL and now get a
second chance courtesy of the
wild card.
"Yes, you take stock in what
you've done," Brown said.
"Those (regular-season) games
don't matter now, except for giving us reassurance that we can
play them well."
The Braves might have the best
pitching staff in baseball, but the
Marlins are one of the few teams
that can match them strike for
strike, scoreless inning for scoreless inning.
Take the opener. While Atlanta
is starting Maddux (19-4, 2.20
ERA), a four-time Cy Young
Award winner, the Marlins are
able to counter with Brown (16-8,
2.69), one of the few pitchers
who can be just as dominating.
"This series obviously points
toward a lot of 2-1 and 3-2 type
of games," Smoltz said.
The Braves hit only .210
against Florida and scored just 34
runs, an average of 2.8 per game.
The Marlins, on the other hand,

FAST

hit .253 and scored 50 runs,
though it must be noted that half
were scored against pitchers who
didn't make Atlanta's postseason
roster.
"Everybody knows that the
only way you've got a chance to
beat the Braves is to keep the run
production down," Florida manager Jim Leyland said.
Atlanta has never faced a
pitching staff that mirrored its
own this closely. Much has been
made of 20-game winner Denny
Neagle going nearly two weeks
between starts because of the
Braves' pitching depth, but the
Marlins shifted rookie sensation
Livan Hernandez (9-3, 3.18 ERA)
to the bullpen because he's not
needed as a starter.
Leyland announced Monday
that he'll use four different starters against the Braves in an unorthodox rotation that calls for
Brown to pitch Games 1, 4 and 7
should the series go the distance.
"He's had seven days rest and
he's ready to go," Leyland said.
"Our guys have all the confidence in the world in Kevin."
Alex Fernandez (16-10) is
scheduled for Games 2 and 6,
while Braves killer Tony Saunders (4-6) was Leyland's surprise
choice in Game 3, when the series shifts to Miami.
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At Your MoneyPlace CashAdvancer

'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

Yes! Get Money-in-Minutes'. Up to $300 TODAY!

(next to Century 21)

753-9627

Just bring driver's license, latest paycheck stub, bank
statement, and persona/ check.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

Save more time! Start your Meneynalee CashAdvance
by phone!

IALB PLAYOFFS
All Times CDT
DIVISION SERIES
American League
Banana* vs. Seanky
Wednesday, Oct. 1
Baltimore 9, Sean. 3
Thursday, Oct. 2
Baltimore 9 Souffle 3
Saturday, Oct. 4
Seattle 4 Bellmore 2
Sunday, Oct. 5
Bellmore 3, Seattle I. Bellmore wins series 3-1
Cleveland vs. New Vora
Tuesday, Sept. SO'
,
New York I Cleveland 6
Thursday, Oct. 2
Cleveland 7 Now York 5
Saturday, Oct. 4
New York 6 Cleveland 1
Sunday, Oct. 5
Cleveland 3, Navy York 2
Monday, Oct. 6
Cleveland 4. lasiv York 3, Clevelana wins settee
3.2
National Lingua
Atlanta vs. Houston
Tuesday, Sept. 30
Atlanta 2, Houston 1
Woineeday, Oct. I
Atlanta 13, Houston 3
Friday, Oct. 3
Adams 4. Houston 1, Atlanta sins series 3-0
San Francisco vs. Florida
Tuesday, Sept. 30
Ronda 2, San Francisco 1
Wednesday, Oct. 1
Florida 7 San Francisco 6
Friday, Oct. 3
Florida 6 San Franasco 2. Florida sin swiss
3-0
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
Aniancan League
(Fos)
Wednesday, Oct. 8
Cleveland (Hershisiw 14-6) at Bellmore (Erick
son 16-71 713 p m

WHAT A PLACE!The MoneyPlace!

Thursday, Oct. 9
Cleveland (Wright 8-3) at Baltimore (Key 16-10),
713 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. it
Baltimore (Mumma 15-8) at ClaYsieral. (MeV
15-10) 315 pm.
Sunday, Oct. 12
Bellmore al Cleveland, 630 pm.
Monday, Oct. 13
Bellmore at Clawarland, 7:11 p.m., 11 nacissaary
Wsdneeday. Oct. 15
Cleveland at Bellmore. 315 p rn., 11 necinusary
Thursday, Oct. IS
Cleveland at Bellmore, 7:15 p.m, If nsceseary

Come in Today!9-6 Mon-Thurs,9-6 Fri, 9-12 Sat
The
9-5 M-Fri. (Murray Location Only)
MoneyPlace. ...at the big, bold, bright-as-gold
MoneyPlace Sign.

513-A SO. 12th St.
Murray, KY
(502) 759-8900

Shopping Plaza 926 Broadway
1203 S. Ury
Mayfield, KY
Paducah, KY
Union City,TN
(502) 251-9500 (502) 575-9900 (901) 885-7500

National Lsa-igus
(NBC)
Tuesday, Oct. 7
Florida (Brown 16-81 at Atlanta (Maddut 19-4).
707 pm
Wednesday, Oct. 8
Florida (Fernandez 17-12) at Atlanta (Glavin'
14-7), 307 p.m
Friday, Oct. 10
Atlanta (Smoltz 15-12) at Florida (Saunders
(4-6), 7:07 pm
Saturday, Oct. 11
Atlanta (Neagh 20-5) at Florida (Brown 16-8I
6 37 p m.
Sunday, Oct. 12
Atlanta at Florida. 307 p m, if necessary
Tuesday, Oct. 14
Florida at AOanta, 707 pm, 11 necessary
Wednesday, Oct. II
Florida ar Atlanta. 707 pm. if nacesitary
WORLD SERIES
(NBC)
Saturday, Oct. III
American League champion at National League
charrpon, 705 pm.
Sunday, Oct. 19
AL at NL. 635 pm
Tuesday, Oct. 21
NL at AL, 720 pm
Wednesday, Oct. 22
NL at AL, 720 pm.
Thursday, Oct. 23
NL at AL. 7 20 p m.. if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 25
AL at NL. 7 pm. if necessary
Sunday, Oct. 26
AL an NL 635 pm CST it necessary

BETTER BUILT GARAGE CO.
Owner, DWAIN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Classes
are
forming
now!
Call or stop
by our school
today.

WARREN

CHECK THESE
FEATURES

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors.
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Ouality Materials

A 4 concrete floor
reinforced *ith
on,. mesh
12 footing
C Polyurethane
under concrete
O Anchor bolts
in concrete
E Treated
Forlorn plates
F at studs 16 OC
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Mande'
under siding
• Masonite wood or vinyl siding
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14

I Self supporting 2'6
tru%ted ratters 2 It
0C
J •
plywood
decking
0
K Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
61 Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
O 214 fascia
aluminum covered
P 2s10 headers
o 4t4 rain", curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates. References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.
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Knowing How to Defend
Yourself Can Be a Real Life Saver
Nothing takes the place of knowing how to take care of
yourself in any situation. Maybe that's why more and
more men and women are turning to Martial Arts self defense training. Our trained instructors will teach you how
to defend yourself in virtually every self defense situation
you may encounter, and you learn in a
safe, controlled environment. And most
importantly, what we teach works!

Call Today

753.6111

1413 ()live Blvd. Murray
1, CAR (IWO)
2 CAR (1E100)
LARGE 2 CAR (22122)
2' 2 CAR (24.24)
LARGE 2' . CAR (24130)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

__________________
41.

I

Sponsored By.
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us to do it," Cooper said.
He said the Cardinals need to
pick up their play on the field.
"We've got to win," he said.
"We've got to do it with enthusiasm. It's up to me to make sure
that the team's spirit stays up, the
confidence level stays up. We've
got to do it with some enthusiasm, and we've got to do it in a
hurry. We've got to do it this
week."

game,— he said. "I asked them
last night, 'What was so funny?
Tell me the joke."
He also wasn't pleased with
the way the players jogged onto
the field before the game.
"I told the staff last night that
we'd better teach our players, if
they don't know to act in getting
ready for a game, then it's up to

•Kentucky...

growing.

III Braves, Marlins...

•Louisville...

•Indians...

Johnson said Jason Williams
filled in admirably at center Saturday in just his second game
there.

13,525
14.325
$4,625
$4.825
S5.425

1', CAR (12.20)
2 CAR (18.20)
LARGE 2 CAR (2207)
2' CAR (24124)
LARGE 2' CAR (2030)

S4.025
S4.725
55,125
S51225
55,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

NO FEAR!
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Janet Shepherd's class participates in the "Mother Goose Eggstravaganza" at Murray Elementary. Classes had fun playing games designed
to go with the unit on nursery rhymes.

A student at Calloway County Middle Schools is using one of the
school's computers to do research on a class project in Ms. Abbott's
room.

Students in Miss Crick's class at North Elementary listen to stories about life on the Oregon Trail.
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Students in Kelly Mackey's child development class at Calloway High
"fight" over a baby doll.
Ms. Abbott is helping a student at Calloway County Middle School work
on writing skills.

411

Students at Murray Elementary School students won prizes from the
Family Resource Center "Make A Difference Day."
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).
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Cassie Burkeen and Kara Kelso represented a daughter and mother doing sewing lessons during the 1770s at East Elementary.

20

Students in Becki Reed's CT class at Southwest participate in computer
time.

Ma
Students in Carol Bonds' Humanities II class work on projects in the
new computer lab at Calloway County High School.

Brian McCuiston and Grant Kelso represented a father and an apprentice for the 1770's Felicity museum presentation at East Elementary.
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Where the fun
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never end!
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Students at Southwest Elementary show Laker Spirit at a recent Laker
Spirit Day.

Dad Knows
The Importance
Of Eyesight
For A Clearer
Education.
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ar Dictionaries
Ct1
( Cliff Notes
lar Classic Books
IS Educational and Enjoyment
Reading Materials
al Special Orders Taken On
Most Titles Not In Stock

He will even do

FREE vision
4

screenings.
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4104,,
(Left to right) Mo Green, Mr. Bing, Jared Geurin, Zachary Orr, Shelby
Crouch, Sarah Thomas, All Meshkat Madison Henninger. elera Gobert,
Fiona Cheng, Lake Butterworth, Brock Simmons and Lucas Anderson.
Phone:(502)
HotAr3 730

753-6578
am. to 5:20 pfn.

Mrs. Bohannon's class researched Walt Disney at North Elementary.
The class used the computer encyclopedias and many articles brought
in by the students.

Eyecare
Specialties

RE A DPAORE

Dr. Kevin M. Adams

Chestnut Hills

308 S. 12th Murray
759-2500
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Notice
VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713

060
Notice

COUNTRY Jeans New
shipment! Carhartt clothes,
coveralls, jackets, overalls
and denim & khaki shirts
Sizes medium to 2XL, in
most colors Jeans Sake
$500 off regular price of
jeans and blouses Brushpopper shirts $5 00 off regular price Wrangler jeans
not on sate Layaway now
while sizes we in stock
Hwy 94E. Hours; Thursday
& Friday 10am-4pm, Saturday 10am-4pm. Call
759-1062 atter hours

ALL American Financial
Services Why settle for
what is offered? Shop for
your loan! Bankruptcy?
Hard ornes? Lees than perfect credit? Turned down?
Don't give up! Give us a
chancel •No cost to see
MIKE'S Gutter Cleaning
what we can do for you'
Fall a coming, Call Now'
502-753-4316
estimates
Free
ALTERATIONS, Ruth's 502-382-2440
See & Sew 753-6981

?s ab-

AVON- I am here for all
your Avon needs Whether
you are interested in buying, selling or lust want to
look through a book to see
what Avon otters, give me a
call (502)436-6026, ask for
Tonya. ind/sIs/rep.
BIBLE Message 759-5177
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Laehouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes. Open
Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun 1 to 5.
Nice consignment clothing.
$1 00 Buys mens, womens, chadrens jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses Ott Kirksey Hwy
left on 464, 5 miles Call
489-2243 or 753-6981.

1997 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed an 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to S7a.) in
1997.
For more information
call:
McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455-4199
'our 35th year of servAce-

4
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/ ALPINE
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•
Tapes
Clarion
Ft irk 4-0 ID. a c3r

Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
fer,ter

111

753-0113

Mrs. Ann

J

•

Reader & Advisor 4.
A true Born Psychic: Gifted from ood
•I give advice on Business, Marnage, and Love Attars
•Bnng Your Problems to Me-I will Help Solve
'Solve Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
Don't Compare Me With Imitators

ADULTS have you always
wanted to play piano but
never did? Learn to play
piano in only 4 weeks A
new, never before in this
area Common Sense approach to learning piano
Be ready for the Concert
Hall in 4 weeks Sponsored
by . Jameson's Music To
reserve your spot call today. 502-753-0901 ONLY

mputer

?ntary.
rought

For Appointment Phone
(502) 767-0508

ETHICAL HYPNOSIS
Specializing In

Managing Stress * Overcoming Fears
Changing Habits:
What the mind can cause
The mind can cure.

Don Hellkamp 759-6000
FREE CONSULTATION

HALEY'S
111919Duch
CTA Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

WENDY'S is now hiring
daytime sandwich makers
& night-time closers Apply
in person 2 4pm

18' DISH Network digital
satellite, $199 Programming
$19 99/mo
753-7419

WORK FROM HOME PT/
FT $982-$6947/mo FREE
INFORMATION BOOKLET 1-800-373-8188 or
www youcanworkfromhom
e corn

ANTIQUE white wedding
dress train, & veil Laced
w/pearls, size 8, $500 obo
Worn one time only
759-9824 after 400

& Childcare

AVAILABLE Now- 4 ton air
conditioners, $1099 3 ton
$899 Electric pole $65
502-767-9787

HOME daycare just outside
of Murray. Certified ages
one thru school age, preschool. Excellent references. Call 759-3176
Melinda.

BLAUPUNKT car stereo,
Montreal model CR40, removable cassette/ radio,
stereo, 60 watt Incredible
sound New $500, asking
$150. obo 753-5778

HOUSE cleaning & commercial cleaning. Call Lori
474-8340.

COPY machine, top line
Toshiba with toner
753-0274

070

Domestic
AVON- $8 $18/hr No door
to door Easy methods'
Quick Cash' •Bonuses'
1-800-827 4640
AVON an excellent source
of income for Christmas
and beyond Local support
& training. Call today.
502-767-0779
or
800-811-9487. IND/SLS/
REP.
CAR hauler needed, excellent pay, medical benefits
Late model Stinger equipment. Experienced only call
423-577-2969 days
615-758-5539 evenings
CARPENTERS helper
needed. Will train. Must be
ambitious. 502-436-2766.
DAYTIME help needed
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Cafeteria 753-2334
DEMONSTRATORS &
hostesses needed for
Christmas Around The
World. Average S15/hr plus
bonuses. No investment.
Tonya 437-4875.
DRIVERS Get Off The
Road. Be a recruiter for
several trucking companies Call Personel Logistics Sun-Fri, 8:30-5pm.
1-800-795-9795.
EXPERIENCED night cook
wanted. Ann's Country
Kitchen, Hazel, KY. Apply
in person
EXTERIOR painters
needed, full or part-time.
$104Y. Mid South Painting,
1-800-554-2318. after
5Prn•
FULL time position at HINTON & SONS CASH &
CARRY, 621 S 4th St.
Some heavy lifting, computer knowledge helpful.
Apply in person between
9arn-12noon.
HORTICULTURAL student
needed to work part-time,
Saturdays required
(502)924-1999

8 a.m. to 10 p.m. Daily & Sunday
2085. 12th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071

155

help
Wentod

IMMEDIATE openings
available for light industrial
work in the Murray, Calloway County and Marshall
County areas. Please apply
in person at People Lease,
1406 N 12th, Murray. The
Village Office Complex
next to Gains Dodge.
K.S K. FRYSC Social Services Assistant, Social
Work background preferred. Trigg County
Schools, 202 Main, Cadiz,
KY 42211. 502-522-6075.
NOW hiring all positions,
Friends Family Restaurant,
formally known as Knoth's
BBQ Apply in person
2-4pm everyday Opening
10/7/97.
OFFICE Help Wanted
Part-time. Looking for efficient, computer- literate,
multi- task oriented individual Will train Reply to
Jacquelyn D. Watson,
CPA, 1300 Johnson Blvd.
PART time machine quilteri
sales clerk Will train Apply
in person, Murray Sewing
Center, Bel-Air Shopping
Center
PART-time position greeting flOWCOMOrs into your
community Applicants
should be people oriented.
self motivated & have good
organizational skills
Please send resume to
Newcomers Greeting Service, Inc, 1608 Seminole
Way, Bowling Green, KY
42103 or fax to
502-782-8624
POSTAL JOBS, Murray
area, $12 60/hr to start.
plus benefits, carriers, sorters, clerks, maintenance
For an application & exam
information
call
1-800-819-5916 ext 385,
8am-8pm, 7 days
RECEPTIONIST for doctors office part-time Experience with computer word
processing & medical ter
minology required Send
resume to PO Box 1040-0
Murray
WANTED dancers Earn
$1.000 weekly & more
Conmerron Pans Landing
Tennessee 7pm 1pm
(901)642 5548

a- "•••-.7:

Appliances

Miscellaneous

VITA-MIXER as seen in
Prevention Magazine Was
$379; now $195 & still like
new All extras included
502-753-1319

ALLERGY Suffers, lifetime
warranty on Hightech Electrostatic Filter, custom fit to
your unit, $89 95 Includes
duckwork & unit sananzing
&
deordorizing
502-753-1001

160

BLACK bedroom suit with
gold trim Mirrored queen/
king headboard, dresser,
chest, night stands, and
lamps to match $500.
492-8514.

100LB LP Cylinders to
sale LP GAS REFILLS.
Lowest prices in town B&B
Brokers, 701 So. 12th.
753-4389

KENMORE gas dryer,
brown, great condition,
$75. 753-9786 or
759-4335

1 30' ELECTRIC cook
stove. 1 35,000 BTU gas
heater. Call 435-4436.

VERY nice & clean stove &
refrigerator with icernaker.
Like new $400. 753-4074.

All Sizes
Available

MOBILE home lots starting
at $5,000 North area
759-0873
NICE wooded mobile lot
with water & septic furnished $100/mo Phone
753-4268
270
Homes For Salo
12X60 MOBILE for sale
$1,000 or best offer Buye
to move Phone 753-4268

FOR Lease Office space in
new professional building
700-1000 sq ft For details
write to PO Box 1040-F,
Murray, KY 42071
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621
SOUTH 641 Security Storage. 641 North of Hazel,
10X12 as low as $30
4 9 2 - 8 2 38
or
901-247-5619

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
New Buildings
All Sizes Available

753-3853

12x60 SCHULTZ, 2br, 1
bath Lots of extras All for
$3500 or less 759-9657
CLAY Pots- large & small,
plain & decorative, strawberry pots, clay window
boxes, azalea pots, con
crate planters, bad baths &
more. Coast to Coast Hardware, Central Shopping
Center

16X76 2BR, 2 bath, vinyl
siding, pitched roof.
753-0342, 489-2827.

STEPPING Stones, landscape retaining wall blocks,
patio stones Assorted
sizes and colors Also, potting soil, top soil, peat &
cow manure Play sand,
mulch & spagnum peat
available. Coast to Coast
Hardware, Central Shopping Center.

1974 2BR, 11
/
2 bath, 12X60
CH/A
$4400 obo
759-4889

16X80 3BR, 2 bathroom,
central h/a, appliances included, lots of extras. Must
be moved! 436-2731.

1984 FLEETWOOD
14X80, 3br, 2 baths, central
air & appliances Extra
nice 1985 Fleetwood
14X70 2br, 1 bath, central
air & appliances 753-9866
1991 14X60 CLAYTON
Phone 767-9614 B-16 Fox
Meadows Dr

200
Sports
Equipmmi
1993 CLUB car golf cart,
$1800. Also cart trailer w/
side boards, $350; or both
for $2100 759-2546.
GUNS, buy, sell, trade
436-5650

iso
GOOD Maytag washer &
dryer, $250 for both. Pnc:e
firm. Call 436-2373.

COUNTRY living close to
town 1 acre mobile home
lots Financing available
759-0404

USED FURNITURE. Bedroom & dining room suites,
china cabinet, beds,
chests, dresser, bunkbeds
Chairs, rockers, roll-a-way,
microwave & cabinet, color
ty, N cabinet, desks, credenza, loveseat, bar stools_
Lamps, Rattan & wicker
headboards, Danish coffee
table, pitcher & bowl set &
stand, gas heating stove,
dorm refrigerator & trash
compactor 753-1502.

220
kakis*
For Salo

641 Storage

753-5585

Horne
Furnishings

MATURE woman wanted JBL Grand Touring car steto watch infant in my home reo speakers, model T502,
on Monday & Wednesday 60 watt power. Pair new
from 7.30am-4pm. $150, asking $50 obo
753-5778.
753-3484
MOTHER of 1 has open- LEER Topper, good condiings for evening & all night tion, red, $600. Call
childcare. Educational 474-8340 after 5pm
background in Child Development, MSU. 759-4649. SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length. CovWILL sit with the elderly, ers 36 inches, many colors
days or nights or would Economy Metal & Supply
consider living in Call Co. 489-2722.
247-8745, Mayfield
SET of 4 brand new
31X1050R15 rwl tires
100
mounted on 15X10' mag
Business
wheels, also new Fits 6 lug
Opportunity
Chevy or Toyota
SMALL retail turnkey busi- 753-4941.
ness Be in for the Christmas shoppers 753-0953, SOLID wood doors for sale,
different sizes. TV for sale,
753-8588.
cable ready, remote, 25'.
Call 753-2528.
TENNESSEE COUNTRY
LOG HOMES Beautiful log
ANTIQUES- piece or es- home packages!
Kits, Drytates Call Larry Elkins ins, Turn-keyed
Wholesale
492-8646 or 753-1418
prices. For info or models
CASH paid for good, used call 901-232-8545.
rifles, shotguns, and pis- WOOD splitter, 6' finish
tols Benson Sporting mower,snow blower, cb's
1
Goods, 519 S. 12th, portable, Jenie Litt. Call
Murray.
753-2967.
Riding mowers &
4-wheelers that need work
436-2867.

20

Musical
STORY & Clark piano. Call
436-5604 after 5pm.

DEER HUNTERS Apple
corn now in stock at Farmers Farmacy 759-2248

OPENING FOR
MOTOR ROUTE CARRIER
Be An Independent Motor Route Carrier
For The Murray Ledger & Times
Must have own automobile, good driving record and have own
vehicle insurance.
Six days per week delivery of Ledger & Times. Earn $11,000$16,000 or more per year.
If interested contact Jeff Duncan, Circulation Manager at the
Murray Ledger & Times and complete an application. No phone
calls please.

GARRISON'S
HEATING AND COOLING

1993 CLAYTON 14X56, refrigerator, stove, central
h/a 492-8848
1994 16X80 CHAMPION
3br, 2 bath, central gas h/a,
lots of extras, country setting in Farmington. Priced
to sell. 345-2719,
527-9398.
64X28 DOUBLEWIDE,
3br, 2 baths, double garage In Anderson Shores
Minutes away from KY
Lake Phone alter 5pm,
474-8014
BANK Repo. 1993 Fleetwood 14x70, 3Br, 1 bath,
includes appliances & central air $500 down, approx.
$220/mo with approved
credit Can be seen at Riviera Courts 502-753-3280
BIG $avings on red tag
specials New energy efficient homes in stock at
special discounts. Dinkins
Mobile Homes, Inc., Hit4
79 E, Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891.
BY Owner Doublewide
3br, 2 full baths & 1 acre
Call 759-3473
LARGE selection of used
homes See the housing
leader Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79 E
Pans, TN 14100-642-4891
NEW 1997 Spiral 28X56.
3br, 2 baths, dishwasher,
electric range, 18' refriger
ator, 40gal water heater
master bath has glamour
tub plus shower stall, fire
place in living room
5362/mo to qualified buyer
This house can be com
pletely set up on 'a acre lot,
with electric, water, sewer
& landscaping Woodland
Estates. 502-767-9787
641N to 1429 go 1'/. miles.
turn right on Seth Ln, 5th
place on left

1BR apartment furnished,
all utilities included No
pets Lease & deposit required 436-2755
1BR Diuguid Dr, new Call
Coleman Realty 753-9898
1BR furnished, $200/mo,
plus deposit No pets 3212
St RI 121 N, next to fairgrounds 753-3139
1BR, tow utilities, water &
appliances furnished Reference & deposit required.
No pets, $235/mo
753-3949.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray. 753-4109.

Forrestview
XVIII
is now
accepting
applications for
1 & 2 Br.
appts.

Apply at 1213
N. 16th St.,
Murray.

cr
2BR, 11
/
2 bath duplex, carport 1909-B Wiswell
$350/mo 753-3415,
753-7123
2BR, 1 bath, all appliances
including washer & dryer
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
2BR, 2 full & 2 half bath
Washer, dryer, refrigerator,
stove, dishwasher & whole
house vac Carport & patio
Separate 20'X30' storage
building $575/m0 $575 deposit No pets References
753-3018 leave message
please
2BR duplex, 1303 Valleywood Dr, $450/mo
759-4406
2BR duplex, appliances
furnished, central h/a
Available now Coleman
RE 753-9898
2BR duplex, all appliances,
very nice area, perfect for
family or students
$450/mo,$500 security do
posit No pets 753-9240

Esquire Investment
Properties
If you have ever thought about
getting into rental properties...NOW IS THE TIME!All properties
are to be sold with a positive cash
flow. Most are currently leased
thru May 1998.
Call 759-4696
/0 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

WANTED
Standing Timber
Paying Top Prices

Mathis Bros. Lumber
Dover, TN

Telephone Day 615-232-8466
Nights & Weekends 615-232-6872
or 615-232-7879

MANAGER TRAINEE
A managt
•
_ Jng minded
persons untie iocai brancn GI a Fortune 500 company. A
management position can be yours after six months of
specialized training Earn up to S25 000to S30.000 a year
Or more in management You will be given a minimum of
2 weeks expense paid classroom training plus additional
on-the-lob training by our management staff To quality
Must be 21 or older, have a pleasant personality, be
ambitious sports minded eager to get ahead have 12th
?Jade education or better be bondable and free to start
,mmediately Only dedicated career-minded cani•13tes need apply For confide • interview

CALL TODAY 502-753-5353
12 Noon - 6 PM
Ask for Mark White

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent

LUXAIRf99

15w
Finish First With A

LOXIIIRE
Heating. Air Conditioning

Installation Today!
Don't Get Caught In The
Cold, Have Your Furnace
Serviced Today.

12x65 1BR Almo area
$260Vmo deposit & refer.
ences 753-6012
2BR, 1 bath, gas heat. cen
tral air, 3 miles east of
Murray $250/mo plus deposit
No
pets
502 623 6314
2BR trailer No pets Refer
ences needed
Call
753 9866
MOBILE Horne Village now
renting 1 & 2br 753-3860,
759-2570
NEWLY decorated 2br in
country Central gas h/a
759-1837

(Includes Carbon Monoxide Testing)

Service on all brands

CALL MARK GARRISON
753-7600

Homo Lots For NW
ACRE 3'4 miles from
Murray $75/mo 753 6012
4

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions for our Mattel-Murray facility on the
following shifts:
4:30 p.m.-3:00 a.m.
Tues.-Fn
(10 hour shift)
6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Sat., Sun., Mon.
(11.5 hour shift)
Noon to Midnight
2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift)
Midnight to Noon
2-3-2 Schedule
(11.5 hour shift)
Starting pay rate is S6.39/hour with a top rate
of S9.11/hour after 24 months. Individuals
would be full benefits eligible after a 90 day
probationary period.
If you've got what it takes ICI work with the
world's best toymakers, apply in person or
call the
Murray Employment Agency
201 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42/371
(602) 759-2150
Mattel is an FOE M/F/V/D

•• ..•-f•",.
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Motorcycles

38R 1 5 bath duplex apt
central hie 2 car garage
No pets Reterences required $450imo $450 deposit Call 753-1630 for
appointment

3BR dose to hospital De
posit required No pets
753-3300

HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218

3BR house Dexter
$225/mo lyr lease No
pets Deposit 753-4937

KIRKSEY area, 10 acres 2
miles west on 464 West off
Hwy 299 489-2056

3BR, gas heat well built
older home big corner lot
605 Sycamore $44,900
759-4696

1994 YAMAHA Timber
wolf, good condition
$2,000 492-8769 or
492-6298

3BR house No pets
$400,mo 1400 deposit,
some appliances turn shed 753-8981

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

ATTRACTIVE residence at
1555 Oxford, Canterbury
Estates Features 4 bedbaths formal
rooms,
living room, formal dining
room, family room. Grandmothers quarters. eat-in
kitchen, double garage,
plus boat room Screened
porch, beautiful wooded lot
Amenities throughout
Contact Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 KS/3001022

1997 THUNDERCART GoCart, Shp engine w/roll
cage 753-7701 after 5pm

AVAILABLE immediately
1BR. handicap accessible
unit Call 759-4984 or come
by Mur Cal Apts, 902 Northwood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity

3BR is/gas heat, low utilities nice home 605 Sycamore,$4.50/mo plus dep
759-4696

EXTRA large duplex in nice
area Central gas HVAC,
utility room dishwasher,
etc Lease & deposit No 3 OR 4BR house, 1 bath, LOCATED lust south of
w/basement, central h/a, Kentucky & Tennessee
pets Available 10/15/97
state line, 3 tracts consist$475/mo 759-1087, after newly decorated, $700/mo
ing of 10 721 acres,
5pm
1 Month deposit, no pets
surveyed, blacktop road
753-2905 or 753-7536
EXTRA nice lbr apt. apfrontage with septic sys
pliances furnished central 4BR 2 bath 1006 Main St
tern, gravel drive Beautiful
gas heat & air, $375/mo 1 Call Mur Cal Realty building site or a double
753-4444
month deposit 1yr lease
wide Priced in the low
No pets 753 2905 or
4BR, 2 bath house 5 miles $20's Call Moody Realty
753-7536
Co 1-800-642-5093
north, newly redecorated
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- central h/a, $530/mo 12
435
land Windy Village, lbr month lease No pets DeLake
apartment, utilities in- posit 753-4937, 436-2741
Property
cluded, rent based on income 62 & older, or handi1BR home, large living
cap & disabled Equal
room, screen porch, carHousing Opportunity
port, shed, all exterior new
502-354-8888
CREEKVIEW Self storage including roof & vinyl siding.
LARGE 2br. 2 bath 2 blocks warehouses on Center totally redecorated inside,
from MSU, new carpet & Drive behind Shoney s
woodstove, beautiful
oie References 1395/ mo $20-$40/mo 759-4081
wooded lot, 5 minute walk
No pets 759-3050
to Wildcat Beach $39,900
NORTHWOOD storage firm 759-4696
LARGE 2br duplex, 1,4
presently has units availbaths, 1142sq ft of Irving able
753-2905 or DOUBLE lot with new sepspace Refrig
stove
tic system, ready for home
753-7536
microwave dishwasher,
or trailer Located in lake
wid, central gas heat & air,
front subdivision with pndeck garage No pets.
vete boat ramp $9,900
lease & deposit $550/mo
firm 759-4696
436-2113
FOR SALE: 10 plus,
GREAT BUILDING
LARGE 2br, water & gar- GREAT LOCATION, 3500 Wooded acres, 5 minutes
bage furnished 221 Wood- sq ft multi use heat/ ac 2 from Kentucky Lake Maawn 753-7662
garage doors, 203 LP Miller ture trees, private road
apprx 12 miles east of MurNEW 2br duplex, $375/mo (corner of Maple) Asking
58,800 762-6733 or ray, $40,000 firm Will not
5 miles north, 12mo lease
divide Serious inquiries
759-9738
No pets
Deposit
only pease Call 474-8704
753-4937 436-2741
after 5pm or leave
message
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
3-4br house iv/washer &
dryer, furnished near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main 2, lyr old AKC
Cocker SpaSt 753-1252 before 5pm, niels, $50/ea 753-7662
753-0606 after 5pm
DOG obedience classes or 2 SECLUDED wooded
NOW taking applications private Serving Murray
17 building lots (1'4 & 3
acres), 5 miles NW of Murfor 1,2 & 3 bedroom apart- years 436-2858
ray 753-5958.
ments Mur Cal Apart
ments, 902 Northwood Or, GREAT DANE puppies
% ACRE lots for sale 6
753-4179
Murray KY 759-4984
miles North of Murray
Equal
Housing
753-2592
Opportunity
390
CUSTOM building site in
Livestock
VERY nice duplex great
the county 3 miles east of
& Suppllei
area, 2br, appliances with
downtown Murray 3+
microwave, furntshed, edict, KY 31
Fescue seeo 94% acres Paved frontage
private deck $475/mo, degermination, 65c1b
road Shared well Reposit required 436-5725
502-345-2545
or stricted Owner finance
502-382-2207
possible 753-5231
LARGE lot in prime location
in Campbell Estates Call
753-8123
2BR house appliances
furnished, gas heat, carport 415 So 10th St.
$325/mo, lease required
759-4696

ALL American Financia
Services Why settle for
what is offered'? Shop for
your loan' Bankruptcy'?
Hard times'? Less than perfect credit'? Turned down'?
Don't give upl Give us a
chance! No cost to see
what we can do for you•
502-753-4316

2BR in Lynngrove & 3br in
Murray Lease & deposit
required 753-4109
3BR brick, $395imo
pets 753-6931

No

LOTS for sale Hwy 732
Elm Grove, Hwy 280 near
Panorama Shores, Wildcat
area and in Murray Seller
finanang available with No
Down Payment Phone
753-4268 Agent owned
PRESTIGE Homes Building today, for your future
Your land or ours Financing available Call for tree
estimates, 753-5628

tk.;

-Stat tity

.41116146164"1"*.m
,""liamilbjbwk.
"'
e'
- A Wondeifut Address 1/2 Mile on 94 West, Murray, KY
Lots starting at $18,000. Great location
for now and the future.
1,800 sq. ft. min. restriction.
Call 502-435-4487 or 800-265-7786

2BR bock house on 80
acres Big block barn for
workshop or livestock Located on Browns Grove Rd
Will sell all or separatfy,
474-8384
NEW Concord area 22
acres. house & 2 barns
436-2916, after 5pm

asereimallassetallIMIXIdt

Timber Trails Subdivision
Now Selling Lots
Located on corner or Joh nny Robertson Rd.
& Squire Rd., Murray, Ky.
Lots for 1500 sq. ft. homes or larger. All city
utilities within 1 mile of city limits. Lots
starting at 515,000 & up Curbed & paved
roads will be completed before Oct 1st For
more info call
i 753-9950.7-4 p.m., 759-1828 • 5 p.m.-9 p.m. 1,
,
or 762-0009 • 5 p.m.•9 p.m.

1

2BR, 1'4 bath garage. 3
acres 486 Radio Rd
759-9788
2BR, 1 bath brick, central
h/a, all appliances detached workshop
753-7137 or 753-5263
2BR, 1 bath A-frame, central hilt close to lake
$32000 492-6261

--TT-To --I'----If

II I)' IMINIIIIIIMI~IIIIMIN
Guaranteed Auto Loans
"Financing For Every One*

*
*
*
*
*

Bad Credit
* No Credit
* Bankrupt
* Repossessions
* Slow Pays

Charge Otis
Tax Liens
1st Time Buyers
Medical Bills
Divorced

WE CAN HELP!
1-800-457-4866 - Call Shawn
Or
24 Hour Credit Hotline 1-800-748-8357

New or Used We've Got One For You!

-•
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•\A
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‘
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C.C.'s Sign Service
Custom reflective addresses
Enable 911 emergency. delivery services. family
& friends to b -ate your home day or night

Chris Cox (901) 247-5294

2BR, 1 bath, large open
livir.3- dining area New
roof, vinyl siding, carport
$61,000 Call 753-6953 at
ter lpm
2BR house near lake
Wood stove 20hp riding
mower 759-1606
3-4BR 2 bath, 2900 sq tt
home on 3 acres Ceramic
tile & hardwood floors,
vaulted callings, large
rooms fireplace, 2 car gar
age, back deck & pool
$79,900 Call 759 5999, at
ter 6pm
38R, 2 bath home Less
than lyr old 6 miles North
of Murray Has Jacuzzi in
master bath Ventless fireplace in living room
Kitchen & dining room Plus
breakfast nook AI kitchen
appliances included 2 car
garage On % acre Priced
to sell at only $92,0030
753-2592
3BR 2 Path 24 acres,
satellite & shed $38,000
436 2114
38R farm house 1 acre
land 5 minutes torn town
lust off 641 N 759 4095
leave message

T

BEAUTIFUL countryside
setting 3br house with
acreage, located on paved
road with good road frontage barn & several outbuildings Priced in the
$60's Located west of Puryear. TN 901-247-3772

YAMAHA 4 wheeler
436-5287
1989 YAMAHA Blaster,
full-size Call 759-4967
anytime or 759-1983 M F

1993 FORD Bronco 4x4,
black, loaded, all power,
73,XXX miles, nice with
new tires & brakes Call
492-8899, after 6pm.

1978 CHEVROLET Caprice, 4th, 305 V8, low
miles on new engine $995
obo 753-0331

1988 RED Olds Touring
LOG Home 3800 sq', 13 Sedan, good condition,
acres, fenced with pond, $36CO. Can be seen at 416
30'X60 workshop, 4 barns N. 18th. 489-2741.
753-7687
1990 CHRYSLER Fifth AvNEW 5br, 27i bath, 2600 enue, white, loaded,
sq h of hying, hardwood 63,XXX actual, mint condifloors, oak cabinets, Ja- tion. $7,000 firm. 489-2918
cuzzi, hunter ceiling fans,
private wooded lot lust out- 1990 GRAND Am, excelside city limits $164,800 lent condition $4,150
489-2643
Call 753-6098
NEW brick home Oak Hill
Subdivision, Circle Dr, Benton 3BR, 2 bath. 2 car
garage Custom oak cabinets, ceramic floor tile in
foyer, kitchen & laundry
room Oven,cook top & dishwasher installed Deck,
concrete drive, sidewalks
installed 2000 sq ft,
$120,000 527-7607 or
354-6261
NEW home with 14 acres
Call Kopperud- Amos
McCarty 753-1222
NEWLY decorated 3 or 4br
house, 1 bath susnroom,
fireplace large wooded lot
Extra acreage, great location, $75,000 Call
753-2905 or 753-7536

Services
Offered

1997 FORD ext cab Lariat
low miles 753-7600

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar

1997 FACTORY demo, 21
Astro w/225 Mercury tan
dem trailer wtrakes, many
extras, lull warranty New
price $28,200 Sale price
$21,500 Day 753-1844,
night 753-7687

1991 PLYMOUTH Sundance, 30,XXX miles, new
tires- battery $3,000
753-5803
1992 MAXIMA, 68,XXX
miles, p/w, p/1, tilt, cruise.
JVC cd player, auto. excel
lent shape $11,000 obo
753-0180
1992 PONTIAC Bonneville
SE, all power, one owner
753-7722
1995 CHEVY Camaro,
6cyl, automatic, with t-tops,
air Hunter green, 56.XXX
miles Days 753-2922,
nights 753-2753 ask for
Glen
1995 FORD Taurus, forest
green, loaded, am/fm cd,
30,XXX miles, $9,300 or
1989 Ford Crown Victoria,
high miles, runs good,
$2,000 Call 759-5783.

Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulch hauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
436-5744,
Lamb
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
wig, serving Murray, Calloway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737
A&A Complete Lawn Care
Mark Lamb 436-5791
ADAM'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS Inside or
out. No Job too small
502-759-9906
AFFORDABLE, quality,
building you'll be proud of!
Residential construction,
remodeling, roofing, vinyl
siding, porches, decks,
fencing, concrete & masonry. And home repairs.
Free estimates 753-8007,
Elite Building

APPLIANCE REPAIR
PROFESSIONAL DEPENDABLE.
502-767-9552.
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE REPAIR Ali
brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
BACKHOE Service- ROY
HILL. Septic system. dnveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 759-4664.

BRIAN'S LANDSCAPING
Tree removal, shrub trimming, clean-up, mulch. etc
etc Insured, Free estimates 759-5353

QUIET country neighbor
hood. 4br, 2 full baths large
closets, formal dining 3
miles from town By Bppoontment only 759-9909
or (502)254-5011
REDUCED 2100 SO h 3br
2 bath 2 car garge 1500 sq
ft shop 759-9835
REDUCED Great Buy
Bring your family to see this
four bedroom, two bath
home w /lots of storage plus
bonus room for computer or
exercise room Fenced in
back yard fireplace and
nice patio area in nice
neighborhood Listed for
$94.900 ML503001077
Call Kopperud Realty at
753-1222 ask for Franke
RETIREMENT or starter
home for sale or tease, 313r,
brick, central with ap
pkanoes Half acre with gar
den in quiet city of Hazel
Asking $55.500 or
$450/mo 901-642-0291

MAN
BAM
CAW

1992 CHEVROLET Astro,
loaded Call 753-2967
1993 Gk4C Satan ms
a/c cruise bit
buckets &
arrigm
,XXX
rn
condition,
498-8903, af500
Used
Trucks
1979 SILVERADO,
90 XXX miles new Ores,
dual exhaust, tool box, towing package, $1,600.
753-97135
1988 DODGE Dakota
good condition Call
753-5136, leave message
1988 GMC C1500, SLE,
swb, bladi, a/t, a/c, pAri,
pdl, 123,XXX miles, original
owner, exoellent condition
$8.700 753-7170 after
5PfT1
1990 JEEP Cherokee
Sport 4X4, excellent condi
Don 15,800 759-9865
1993 SPLASH 60,XXX
miles ultra wheels bedcover 767 0856
1994 FORD Ranger XLT,
48.XXX miles a/c, sport
wheels white $7800 obo
489 2945
1995 GMC /71 art cab,
34xxx miles, loaded, biadt./
maroon wit, $20,000 obo
489 2015

759-0337

NED WALKER

Over 20 years experience
Specializing in Bathroom Repairs

BOB'S Plumbing Service.
All work guaranteed. Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584

BUSHHOGGING, rototillmg, lawns, gardens Driveways bladed haul gravel
Jonesy 437-4030
CARPET CLEANING
Serving Murray for over
25yrs Certified technicians. Carpets, upholstery
Free estimates Lee's Carpet Cleaning 753-5827

Tree Service
5.02-41.316-5,744
1-800-54E1-5262

FENCING: Midway Fence
Co. Chain link & vinyl
fence at reasonable
prices. 759-1519.

LICENSED & INSURED Free Erasmus
24 Hr Service
Hedge TrairsosiAg
Tree Sprays.*
Tree & Stump
Removal

GARDEN tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging,
mulch hauling. Gerald Carroll, 492-6159,
HARDWOOD FLOOR installation and finishing.
Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.

Tree Trumung
Ciecouvp Service
Full Lim of
Eqtigimierd
SertIrts

West Ky.
Seamless Gutters

LAMB Brother Home Improvements, remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269

'Gutters
'Competitive Prices
'Gutter Supplies
'Free Estimates
'Gutter Maintenance

LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Carpets, Upholstery Free
estimates 302 S 12th
753-5827.

Call 753-0278

LICENSED for electric and
gas 435-4358

I

Why Pay Monthly Security System 11/
Monitoring Charges'
)

Let Us Install Our High Tech DSC Or Lamar Security
System and You Get A Free 4 Number Auto-Phone
Dialer That Calls With Your Personal Message If
System Is Activated!
Bask System Pricing Starts At $399
Call Today For Free Howse Security SurveylEsarriale'

Lee Starks Custom Homes/Cronin Engineering
502-492-8238
•Auto-Dtaler Offer Geed Through October 31, 1997
'Financing Available

-

LAMB BROS

ROOFING

ROOFING- New roofs,
tearoffs, reroofs Free estimates 437-4718

Large or Small Jobs

Free Estimates)
436-2269 Anytime
800-821-6907

STEVE'S Home Improvement. Additions, remodeling, roofing. Ph 759-8645
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484
THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIONG
All Types Of:

TIRED of that old wallpaper'? Call Charles' Construction Co for a free estimate We also paint (interior & exterior) 436-5001.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592
WEST KY Lawn Care
Mowing, trimming, fertilizing, liming, aerating,
mulching, landscaping.
Trim shrubs, hauling, leaf
dean-up, gutter cleaning
For Free Estimate call
753-9048, leave message
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, microwaves 'NEW
HOURS" Mon-Fn, 1-530
Free estimates. Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special SIZErS for
motor home. boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664
CLEAN-UP after new construction. Commercial
and residential Experienced and references
Phone Valerie 436-5914,
Bonnie 436-2725

mb Brothers

EMERGENCY Water Removal 24hrs Lee's Carpet
Cleaning 753-5827

METAL ROOFS= Quality
and style STOCKWELL
METAL ROOFING= Best
in Tn-State area. Get your
house covered with siding
AFFORDABLE all around and NEW Windows'Call for
hauling, junk clean-up, a FREE estimate
cleaning out sheds, tree 753-6585
work, 436-2867.
NEED A NEW ROOF or
Improving the look of your
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
home? Gutters, siding &
foundations, slabs, sidewsmall repairs are our spealks, driveways, buildings,
cialty. Free estimates availremodeling, repairs. AGC
able by Schroeder Concertified. 489-2214.
struction 767-9474.
ALL types of work. Mulch,
NEED FERT1UZER OR
rock, gutters, outbuildings,
UME SPREAD? No job
brush clearing, tree trimtoo large or small Call
ming, home repairs, junk
436-6026
hauled, etc Reliable and
reasonable City & county. PAINTING Interior- exter753-2092
ior Pressure washing Free
estimates 437-3879
ANTIQUE refinishing, turniture repair & custom PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
woodworking. 753-8056.

PRICE REDUCED TO
GREAT
SELL!
LOCATION- 804S 16th St.
105X250 beautiful wooded
lot 2,850 sq ft (with possibilities for more) Bonus
room up- 40X12 walk-in
attic 3br, 2'/i bath, 6
closets, 10 rooms, central
H/AC, LR, Dine, den kitchen combo with appliances, fireplace, drapes,
shutters, utility with cabs,
sun-room, patio & 2 car
attached garage Call
759-0700
PRICE reduced for this
newly updated 4br home
(or use as 3br home + lbr
downstairs apartment)
Features include screened
porch and detached garage $60's MLS13000986
Call Kopperud Realty
753-1222

The

DAVID'S Cleaning Ser
vices 'Cleaning vinyl sid
ing, homes, mobile homes
boats brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders.
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

ELECTRICIAN- R&R
ELECTRIC New construction, rewiring, mobile home
3-D DOZING, backhoe, hookups, electrical maintenance and repair Call any
sepbc, & gravel hauling
Driveways, foundations time Murray, 762-0001
cella 519-1592
502-437-4969

BACKHOE Service- small
lobs, driveways, box blade,
rotterbIling. snow removal.
753-083.4 or 759-9835

1995 DODGE Grand Caravan ES. Emerald green
captains chairs, ABS, rear
heat/ ac, all power, other
extras, 53xxx, excellent
condition, $14,200
753-5691

Plumbing .Electncal Repairs

Semites
Offered

PRICED to sell' Charming
3br home nestled quietly in
center of 14+ acres
Fenced, 2 stall barn &
CORRECTION! 1993
pond Low $60's MLS.
PONTIAC Grand Prix LE,
3001102 Kopperud Reall power, 65,XXX miles,
alty, 753-1222
502-352-2263

Vane

Servkes
Offered

Ceramic Tile Drt

530

11112Aport Utility
Vehicles

1993 JEEP Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4, 4 OL,
loaded, 88,XXX miles, very
BY Owner 2000 sq ft, 3br, 2 good condition. $14,700
bath, 5.3 wooded acres obo 437-4722, after 5pm
Price reduced Make appt
1995 2DR Explorer 4X2,
502-436-2832
cruise, p/w, pd. black,
BY Owner 3br, 1/, bath, 45,XXX miles, straight
newly remodeled, vinyl sid- stick 762-6864 work,
ing central air & gas heat 753-5182 home
ceiling tans, all new appliances oak kitchen ca- 1995 4WD Blazer, LT packbinets Upper $50's age, 55,XXX miles, new
tires 759-5897
753-5592
CANTERBURY 1523 1995 JEEP Grand CheroBeckett Dr Approximately kee Limited, 4 wheel dr, V8,
2600 sq ft plus 2 car gar- black w/gray leather, automatic, p/s,
. power winage Call 759-4801
dows, power seats driver &
FIRST time on the market passenger Premium steA well maintained one reo w/CD, climate control,
owner, custom built 3br 45xxx miles Always garbrick, central h/a,
aged, immaculate!
baths, 12X24 living room
with dining area, eat-in 753-9240.
kitchen, den with wood- 1996 BLAZER LS, black,
burning stove Carport, at- 2wd, all power, gray cloth
tached 2 car garage Lots of exc cond, 17xxx miles,
shade 2 miles from aty of $18,900 753-0081
Murray, 94 East in East-Y
Subdivision $94,500
753-0444.
JUST reduced! Brick 3br
home featuring hardwood
floors, new roof & new cenh/a
tral
$60's
MLSS3001087 Call Kopperud Realty 753-1222

530
Services
Offered

Used
Trucks

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
409 SUNBURY MuRRAY (a•Nrid Eknry B•ead)
753-5940
.
,
6,-44°Mik4t

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
constistency ad in classifieds every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195

Call

753-1916

For Details

IOSOLD
LLL,t

Say

The Classifieds!
HELLO TO GOOD BUYS Inii===

COLSON Home Repairs
Additions garages decks,
remodeling vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592

CONCRETE RESURFACING SYSTEMS, Don't tear
out your old concrete, re
surface it into a decorative
product such as brick pavers, cobblestone or Ole
Free estimates by
Schroeder Construction
767-9474
CONSTRUCTION &
REPAIR- Free estimates
Remodeling fencing decking, roofing & electrical
489-2832
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks fencing, pole barns,
sheds. carports Also repair
rebuild Excellent workmanship Affordable rates.
753 7860

/

Buy recycled. It would mean the world to them.
Recycling heeps worhing to protect their future when you buy products
made from retried materials. So celehrate America Recycles Day on
Noyemher 15th. hr a free krochure, (all 1-800-CALL-EDF or visit
our wch site at www.edf.org
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LOOKING BACK
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Tea years ago
Employees of Calloway
County Public Library itre pictured moving the library's 63,000
books to make room for the new
carpet being installed this week.
The project with a price tag of
approximately $30,000 is being
funded through the library budget
by an anticipated state-grant and
through fund-raising efforts of
Friends of the Library.
Births reported include a girl to
Cindy and Billy Potts, Sept. 28; a
boy to Tammy and Kelly Collins,
a boy to Linda and Robert Reynolds, a boy to Vikki and Charlie
Grissom, a boy to Teresa and
Bobby McCuiston, a boy to Vanessa and Bobby Fike, and a boy
to Lori and Ricky Hopkins, Sept.
30.
Twenty years ago
Business people on Chestnut
Street are calling the Department
of Transportation's attempts to
reopen Chestnut Street by
Thanksgiving "half-hearted at
best." They all want the street
reopened immediately as businesses are suffering.
Margaret Trevathan, Calloway
County Public Librarian, conducted a training session for Red
Cross volunteers who will be operating the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Patient Library.
Thirty years ago
Andrew Nichols Jr. has enlisted in the U.S. Marines and
Darrell Wayne Jenkins has enlisted in the U.S. Navy.
Dr. Kathleen Jones, Southern
Baptist missionary medical doc-

tor in Indonesia, will speak at 7
p.m. service at Memorial Baptist
Church on Oct. 8. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Robert S. Jones
and the late Dr. Jones who were
missionaries in Brazil where
Kathleen was born and lived until
she was 8.
Margaret Elaine Tucker and
Gary Lee Yuill were married
Sept. 10 at University Church of
Christ.
Forty years ago
Rupert Nix was hired as general foreman to build the new city
hall and gas building at the corner of South Fifth and Poplar
Streets by the Murray City
Council.
Army Specialist Third Class
Glen B. Gibbs, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Virgil Gibbs, is serving with
the 10th Division's 10th Infantry
in Schweinfurt, Germany.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby McDougal.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County Singing Convention will be Oct. 12 at Pleasant Grove Church, according to
Barber Edwards, president. The
Vaughn School of Music will be
represented.
Manon Crawford presented a
lesson on "Making Sandwiches"
at a meeting of Lynn Grove
Homemakers Club. Officers are
Mrs. Clifton Key, Mrs. Pearl
Jones and Mrs. Jesse Story.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Hargrove, Oct. 3; a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Wilford Dunn, OcL 5.

DEAR ABBY: I am a retired
credit executive with more than 40
years of experience dealing with
people mired in credit card payments.
In your column on credit card
debt, "Free and Clear in Florida"
wrote: "... it is not uncommon for
people to be caught up in the vicious
cycle of paying for things on credit
and being able to afford only the
minimum monthly payments."
We have a large segment of the
population who are economically
illiterate consumers and do not
understand how to spend intelligently, save wisely, invest, or do
simple financial planning.
Yes, the credit card companies
and other credit granters are partially to blame for encouraging people to live beyond their means,
which creates financial stress for
the debtors and their families. However, debtors who are poorly
informed about money matters
should shoulder some of the responsibility for their own difficulties.
The problem is of serious nationwide concern. An estimated 1.1 million individuals filed for bankruptcy
in 1996 (up 27 percent from 1995)!
Besides the emotional stress for
these people, such losses become
part of the cost of doing business
and cause consumers to pay higher
prices, higher interest rates and
fees.
There's now talk about revamping and toughening the nation's
bankruptcy code. In my opinion,
such revisions are merely Band-Aid
solutions. The flaw is not only in the
bankruptcy code, but also in our
failure to provide programs that
give students a head start in understanding consumer economics
(along with the rights and responsibilities of using credit). A financial

CONTRACT BRIDGE

The Pressure Principle
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L.1TTLE KIDS
OR OLD GUYS
EVER GET TO
SEE THE END
OP ANYTHING'

I WATCHED UP
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BED
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fit4 WHOLE FACE IN!!

East dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+ J 73
11,10 2
•9 6 5 4 2
+AK6
WEST
EAST
+ 98642
4 A 10 5
✓ 7 54
VAQJ96
•J 8
• Q 10 3
+ 1094
+52
SOUTH
*KQ
V K83
•A K 7
WHY SHOULD'
4QJ873
HER GENERATION BE The bidding:
THE ONO(
East
South West North
OVER2 NT
1,
1NT
Pass
ACHIEVERS? Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — seven of hearts.

about to take a finesse.
But East did not fall for South's
ploy. Looking at the setting tricks in
his own hand, he rose with the ace
and cashed his three remaining
hearts to put the contract down one.
At the second table, declarer decided against trying to sneak a spade
past East for two reasons: First, he
didn't think East would fall into the
trap,and second,ifEast had three or
more diamonds, he would not be
able to stop the contract.
Accordingly, after winning the
second heart lead declarer immediately cashed four club tricks, proSTAND
ducing this position:
BACK.
North
4J7
•9 6 5 4 2
East
West
4A
Immaterial
11,A 9 6
• Q 103
Let'ssay you get to three notrump
At& c
o)
South
as shown, and West leads a heart.
4KQ
East plays the jack, which you duck,
V8
and returns the queen, which you
•A K
take with the king. How would you
8
_Ii continue?
When South now cashed his last
When the deal occurred in a teamof-four match, the declarer at the club, East found himself in dire
first table decided that his only real straits. He could not spare a spade
chance was to try to steal a spade or a diamond, so he was forced to
THEy ALWAyS /3f..aiN
trick before East learned too much part with a heart. Declarer therePi NGATIVE
about the hand. So at trick three he upon led the spade king to establish
crossed to dummy with a club and his ninth trick,and the contract was
returned the jack of spades, as if home.
Tomorrow: An expensive signal.
10 7 Cf1W5OP
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DEAR ABBY

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 7, the 280th day of 1997. There are 85 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 7, 1777, the second Battle of Saratoga began during the
American Revolution. (The British forces, under Gen. John Burgoyne,
surrendered 10 days later.)
On this date:
In 1765, the Stamp Act Congress convened in New York to draw up
colonial grievances against England.
In 1849, author Edgar Allan Poe died in Baltimore, Md., at age 40.
In 1868, Cornell University was inaugurated in Ithaca, N.Y.
In 1940, Artie Shaw and his Orchestra recorded Hoagy Carmichael's "Stardust" for RCA Victor.
In 1949, the Republic of East Germany was formed.
In 1954, Marian Anderson became the first black singer hired by
the Metropolitan Opera in New York.
In 1981, Egypt's parliament named Vice President Hosni Mubarak
to succeed the assassinated Anwar Sadat.
In 1982, the Andrew Lloyd Webber-Tim Rice musical "Cats," featuring the popular song "Memory," opened on Broadway.
In 1985, Palestinian gunmen hijacked the Italian cruise ship Achille
Lauro in the Mediterranean with more than 400 people aboard.
Ten years ago: President Reagan's advisory commission on AIDS
was left seemingly in disarray as its chairman, Dr. W. Eugene Mayberry, and its vice chairman, Dr. Woodrow A. Myers Jr., resigned.
Five years ago: Trade representatives of the United States, Canada
and Mexico initialed the North American Free Trade Agreement during a ceremony in San Antonio, Texas.
One year ago: The effects of a Canadian Auto Workers strike
against General Motors spread across the border as 1,850 workers
were laid off at two U.S. parts plants. The Irish Republican Army detonated two car bombs inside the British army's headquarters in
Northern Ireland, wounding 31 people.
Today's Birthdays: Actress June Allyson is 80. Singer Al Martino is
70. Retired South African Archbishop Desmond Tutu is 66. Former
National Security Council aide Oliver North is 54. Country singer
Kiernan Kane (The O'Kanes) is 48. Singer John Mellencamp is 46.
Actress Christopher Norris is 44. Rock musician Tico Torres (Bon
Jovi) is 44. Cellist Yo-Yo Ma is 42. Actress Judy Landers is 36. Singer Toni Braxton is 29. Rock singer-musician Thom York (Radiohead) is 29. Rock musician Le,eroy Thornhill (Prodigy) is 28.

DAILY COMICS
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education curriculum could help
students develop financial skills
and money sense — knowledge that
can help them use their money to
the greatest benefit. Such a program would benefit both students
and credit granters.
If school funds are not available
now to finance a money management program, this would be a project worthy of support from public
and corporate funds.
BEN BERMAN,LOS ANGELES
DEAR MR. BERMAN: That's
an excellent idea, and one
whose time has come.
A wide-ranging group of federal government, business and
civic organizations has banded
together to advocate for the
inclusion of personal financial
education for kindergarten
through 12th-grade curriculums. This new resource for
educators is the Jump$tart
Coalition. Its mission: to
improve financial literacy
among youth during the next
decade.
The Jump$tart Coalition provides a clearinghouse for personal finance training materials. By sponsoring educational
materials and lobbying for more
finaAcial education, Jump$tart
hopes to increase education and
awareness in four areas:
income, money management,
saving and investing, and
spending. Its primary method of
providing information will be
the Internet, where it has
launched a Web page at
http://www.jumpstartcoalition.
org, or call toll-free (8881
400-2233.
DEAR ABBY: I have some suggestions to add to your caveat
regarding caution for people who
choose to write to prison inmates:
Never give an inmate your phone
number or your home address. Use
a post office box. Do not send gifts
(although postage and small stationery for return letters is appropriate). Letters provide inmates
with a sense of respect and caring
they rarely receive outside or in
prison.
LEARNED THE HARD WAY,
MONTGOMERY,ALA.
***

To order "How to Write Letters for All
Occasions," send a business-sized, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 ($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Letter Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054-0447.(Postage is
included.)

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 87 years old
and had a stroke last year that left me
weak on one side. Following this. I fell
and broke my hip. Although I can get
around with a cane, my balance is terrible and I am very afraid of falling
again.
I am under the care of a very' capable orthopedic surgeon, who confessed that he cannot help me with my
poor balance. How can I regain my
lost balance and confidence?
DEAR READER: With hard work
and patience, you may be able to gain
back some of the skills you have lost.
You should be enrolled in an intense
rehabilitation program, under the
supervision of a physiatrist (a specialist in rehab medicine). Such programs
are available through most hospitals,
as well as from private non-affiliated
CROSSWORDS
therapy groups. You will be trained in
a series of active and passive exercis32 Complains
ACROSS
es to re-train your damaged muscles
35 America —
and nerves. In addition, the therapists
Answer to Previous Puzzle
38 An Anderson
1 Site to
will teach you techniques to help you
39 Longing
exchange
compensate for your poor balance.
WLORIA
IRONS
41 Unexpected
VOWS
difficulty
6 — Jewels
HELENA GARDEN There may also be many minor alter42 Participle
11 Not long ago
IS PIRANHA
EA ations that you can make in your
ending
home which will render your environ(2 wds )
SD TOME
LIPS
43 Publicity
12 Screen siren
FEED
NOOK
TEA ment safer. Such alterations include
people
Jean —
better lighting, use of hand rails,
45
Chap
14 Chaldean
BRADS SUNS DL avoidance of scatter rugs. relocation
46
Prosecutor
city
NAPA SOUP
of your furniture, an elevator for your
(abbr ) ,
15 CommuniUR
YIPE TERSE stairs, a change to more secure
47 Herman or
cation left on
Lily of 1313
BOG TOTS DOOM footwear, and the use of home health
an answering
Mockingbird
machine
OUCH SNAG M
aides to assist you in everyday living
Lane
17 Young ID '
AS
ACTABLE
RO
As I mentioned, your recovery will
49 Family Dr.
18 Even score
TEASEL OUTER take hard work and commitment
50 Seinfeld
20 Tend to the
friend
injured
SETEE
TIMEHEE under professional guidance. but the
52 Heaviness
21 Greek letter
10-7 C 1997 United Feature Syndicate potential benefits may make all the
54 "— Harry"
22 Outside
effort worthwhile.
55 Planet's path
(comb. form)
DEAR DR'. GOTT: I take several
7
19
Engraving
Frenzy
24 Prevaricate
8 Mine find
with acid
kinds of pills, as well as eyedrops. for
DOWN
25 "Thanks —
9 Leahy ID
21 Slurring over a number of medical afflictions. For
—I"
10 Boxing great
(a syllable)
1 "Out of
26 Badminton
the past four months. I have been
Ken —
23 African
2 Lamas ID
equipment
greatly bothered by an extremely
11
"The
—
mammal
3 Scottish cap
28 Short run at
rash that periodically appears
itchy
Limits
25 Seed coats
4 Solar disc
full speed
13 — Earp
27 Opp of WNW on my face. Actually, it never goes
5 Aftermath
30 Owns
away, but is clearly much worse from
16 — Lanka
29 'Peter
6 Pursues
31 Succor
32 Move gently
time to time. The rash looks like hives
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
and .smoothly when it is really bad. My internist is
33 Former
stumped. What can I do7
11
12
president
DEAR READER: Make an appoint
Reagan
5
.
34 Australian
ment with a dermatologist. First, you
14
171
city
need a diagnosis. This is the job of the
1UUUUU
35 Counting
1
9
,
r
18
skin specialist.
sequence
If my hunch is correct, you may be
36 Nothing
29
111
221123
37 Cairo's locale suffering from an allergy to one of
40 River in
your prescription medications. In this
26
28 2g
UUUU
Germany
case, the dermatologist will have to
43 Mom's sister
work closely with your internist -- or
44 — -do-well
with an allergist - to discover which
47 Russian
space station drug (or cosmetic or factor in your
MIN
48 Bone of body environment) may be causing your
c+
51 Three-toed
rash. You should not ignore this reac
sloth
tion.
because if you have developed an
44
42
53 Amer soldier idler*, to one of your drugs. the con
43III
tinued use of the medication could
1
4A
46
lead to serious and possibly fatal con
sequences, such as asthma or kidney
S2
failure. Let me know what your doe
55
tors conclude.
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DEATHS
Robert Thomas(Bob) Hill

Mrs. Lena Gordon

Robert Thomas (Bob) Hill, 65, Keenland Drive, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 6, 1997, at 7:38 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He had retired from General Tire, Mayfield. A Navy veteran of the
Korean Conflict, he was a member of South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church.
One brother, the Rev. Roy Douglas Hill, preceded him in death. He
was the son of the late Rev. Walter Lee Hill and Lorene Thomas Hill.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Glenda Brown Hill; one daughter,
Mrs. Leah Lovett and husband, Darrell, Benton; two sons, Bobby Allen Hill and wife, Tina, and James Thomas Hill and wife, Sandy, all
of Murray; one sister, Ms. May Lee Hill, Memphis, Tenn.; three
brothers, the Rev. W. Glenn Hill and wife, Georgia, Paducah, David
Curtis Hill and wife, Sandy, Ellijay, Ga., and J. Phillip Hill and wife,
Vanesia, Memphis, Tenn.; his stepmother, Mrs. Willie Hill, Murray:
seven grandchildren.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray will be in charge of funeral and
burial arrangements.

Mrs. Lena Gordon, 93, Benton, died Sunday, Oct. 5, 1997, at 10:45
p.m. at Long Term Care Unit of Marshall County Hospital, Benton.
She was a member of First Missionary Baptist Church, Benton.
Her husband, Chester Hall Gordon, one grandson, Ronald David
Gordon, three sisters and one brother preceded her in death. She was
the daughter of the late Samuel Clay Henson and Eliza Augusta Lamb
Henson.
Survivors include one son, Gene Gordon, Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Winnie May Armstrong, Romenlus, Mich.; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Diana Colson, Benton, and Mark Gordon, Aurora, Colo.; six greatgrandchildren.
Services will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck &
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Russell Lievers will officiate.
Burial will follow in Hamlet Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First Missionary Baptist
Church Building Fund, P.O. Box 368, Benton, KY 42025.

Mrs. Agnes Lowery

Joe Thomas

Mrs. Lessie (Tada) Pickard
Mrs. Lessie (Tada) Douthitt
Pickard, 97, Farris Avenue, Murray, died Monday, Oct. 6, 1997,
at 4 a.m. at her home.
She graduated with the second
class from Murray State Teachers
College and received her Master's degree and advanced professional courses from George Peabody College, Nashville, Tenn.
Longtime teacher, starting before finishing college, she taught
at Cuba, Symsonia, and Boaz,
and for 38 years at East Detroit

MRS. LESSIE PICKARD

High School, Michigan, where
she retired in 1962.
Mrs. Pickard was a member of
First Christian Church, Murray,
and of Group II of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of the
church.
Born Nov. 29, 1899, in Graves
County, she was the daughter of
the late Howard Boone DouthiU
and Delila Andrus Douthitt. Also
preceding her in death were one
sister, Mrs. Ola Douthitt George,
Miami, Fla., and one brother, Sladen Douthiu, Jackson, Ky.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Fred (Eloise)
Keel; one grandson, Ken Keel
and wife, Marie, Nashville,
Tenn.; one granddaughter, Barbara Keel-McClure and husband,
Cary, and one great-grandson,
Darren Keel, Murray; one niece,
Bess Key Douthitt, and two nephews, Martin and Harold Douthitt, all of Jackson, Ky.
Graveside services will be
Wednesday at 11 a.m. at Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is
in charge of arrangements, but no
visitation will be scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may
take the form of donation to First
Christian Church, 111 North Fifth
St., Murray, KY 42071.

Mrs. Louise Pullen
Mrs. Louise Pullen, 87, Farmington, died Monday, Oct. 6, 1997, at
3:25 a.m. at Heritage Manor Health Care, Mayfield.
She was a member of Farmington Baptist Church.
Her husband, Rudy Lynn Pullen, preceded her in death. She was the
daughter of the late D.M. Cook and Beulah Harris Cook.
Survivors include several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be today at 2 p.m. at Farmington Cemetery.
The Rev. Harry Yates will officiate. Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield, is
in charge of arrangements, but no visitation was scheduled.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to Farmington Baptist Church, 293 Hawkshaw St., Farmington, KY 42040.

Services for Mrs. Agnes Lowery were Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Irvin Darnall officiated. Mrs. Mae Perdue was organist. Burial was in East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Mrs. Lowery, 83, Darnell Road, Herndon, died Friday, Oct. 3, 1997,
at 6:28 p.m. at Jennie Stuart Medical Center, Hopkinsville.
Preceding her in death were two sons, Earl Lowery in 1993, and
Wallace Reed Lowery in 1964, and one great-grandchild. Born June
11, 1914, at Golden Pond, she was the daughter of the late R. Newton
Jones and Martha Jane Jones.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Tom "Susie" Dawson,
Christian County, and Mrs. Martha-Allen, Paducah; seven grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildren.

MHS newspaper wins
second place for design
Murray High School's Black &.
Gold Newspaper won second place
in Division 2 for best design.
The newspaper entered the 14th
annual high school newspaper competition held by Eastern Kentucky
University Society of Professional
Journalists & Kentucky High

Federal-State Market News Service October 7, 1947
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market Report Includes 2
Buying Stations Receipts: Act. 75 Est. 161 Barrow. &
Gilts steady SOW. $1.00 Mews
$44-54-47.14
US 1-3 2.14-244 lb.
S42-51-4530
US 1-3 215-234 lb..
$46.00-44.54
US 3-4 20-214 lbs.
Oh30-3830
US 1-2 2114-215 lb.
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Cletus (Jack) Bell
Funeral rites for Cletus (Jack) Bell were today at 11 a.m, in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Glenn Evans and
the Rev. John Faraone officiated.
Active pallbearers were Danny Bell, Randy, Ray and Gary Wyatt,
Perry Cornwell and Don Copeland. Honorary pallbearers were Dr.
Joseph Slaughter, Dr. Francis Dillard, J.C. Dunevant, Dave Barclay,
Bill Maddox, J.W. Moffitt, Michael Beck and deacons of First Christian Church, Mayfield. Burial was in Highland Park Cemetery,
Mayfield.
Mr. Bell, 83, Mayfield, died Saturday, Oct. 4, 1997, at 9:45 p.m. at
Pinelake Regional Hospital, Mayfield.
His wife, Mrs. Beatrice Taylor Bell, one son, Cletus Don Bell, and
six sisters, Mrs. Mary Jones, Mrs. Vera Rogers, Mrs. Inez Lamb, Mrs.
Curtis Stone, Mrs. Iva Edmons, and Mrs. Katie Cornell, preceded him
in death. He was the son of the late Oscar Bell and Aquilla Burchett
Bell.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Anne Bell Bruce, one sister,
Mrs. Laverne Wyatt, and one brother, Garland (Buster) Bell, all of
Mayfield; several nieces, nephews and cousins.

Mrs. Lerlene Hill Taylor
4
Services for Mrs. Lerlene Hill Taylor were today at 11 a.m. at
Hazel Baptist Church. The Rev. Kerney Bailey officiated. Music was
by Mrs. Oneida White, organist and soloist, and Gene 0. Miller,
soloist.
Burial was in Oak Grove Cemetery in Henry County, Tenn., with
arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of Hazel.
Mrs. Taylor, 83, formerly of Hazel, died Saturday, Oct. 4, 1997, at
Methodist Hospital, Dyersburg, Tenn.
She was preceded in death by her first husband, Li. Hill, her second husband, Burt Taylor, one son, Keith Hill, and two sisters, Mrs.
Manon Key and Mrs. Florene Shoemaker, the latter her twin sister.
Born Nov. 7, 1913, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of the
late Norton Foster and Lydian Wilson Foster.
Survivors include one son, Ricky Hill and wife, Debbie, Dyersburg,
Tenn.; one sister, Mrs. Fay Sanders, Lexington; three brothers, Joe
Tom Foster and wife, Pat, and Hugh Walton Foster and wife, Sue,
Murray, and James Hester Foster, Crossland; four grandsons, Scott.
Jay, Lance, and Blake Hill; two great-grandchildren.
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MINNETONKA
MOCCASINS
1100 Chestnut
Murray
753-1133
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Tom Edd Travis
The funeral for Tom Edd Travis will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. at
Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church, where he was a member.
The Rev. Robert McKinney and the Rev. Eulas Greer will officiate.
Burial will follow in Brooks Chapel Cemetery.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
Mr. Travis, 81, Old Shiloh Road, Murray, died Sunday, Oct. 5,
1997, at 5 p.m. at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Venice Jones Travis, one daughter, Ola Bell Travis,
and one brother, Holloway Travis, preceded him in death. Born March
31, 1916, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late Ira Travis
and Lovie Smith Travis.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Sue Taylor and husband, Curtis, Dalton, Ga.; four sons, Will Edd Travis and wife, Faye, and L.A.
Travis, Murray, and Jerry Travis and wife, Marilyn, and Bill Travis
and wife, Jannene, Dexter; two sisters, Mrs. Nell Walston, Murray,
and Mrs. Virginia Nix, Detroit, Mich.; one brother, Lee Merrill (Bay)
Travis and wife, Becky, Murray; 11 grandchildren; 21 greatgrandchildren.

School Journalism Assoc. in
September.
The sponsor last year was Lisa
Polivick and the editor was Karen
Fischer. This year's sponsor is Jill
Herndon and co-editors are Ellen
Carpenter and Autumn Alcou.

Joe Thomas, 80, New Concord, formerly of Newbern Tenn., died
Sunday, Oct. 5, 1997, at 2:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired as a carpenter with Forcum-Lannom. One sister,
Mrs. Lema Rice, and one brother, George Thomas, preceded him in
death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Edna Thomas; one son, Nelson
Thomas, Buchanan, Tenn.; three sisters, Mrs. Blondell Wagster, Newbern, Tenn., Mrs. Edith Asbridge, Trimble, Tenn., and Mrs. Mable
Little, New Port Richey, Fla.; one brother, Guyve Thomas, Newbern,
Tenn.; four grandchildren; three great-grandchildren; one great-greatgrandchild.
The funeral was today at 10 a.m, in the chapel of Johnson Funeral
Home, Newbern, Tenn. The Rev. Jimmy Allison officiate. Burial was
in Dyer County Memorial Gardens, Dyersburg, Tenn.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home was in charge of local arrangements.

Saws
00
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.0.4 Stock Market Report
• Dow Jones Ind. Avg. 8111.27 + 11.05
*Air Products-.-._-..821/24 - 3/14
441/2 + 5/14
A T de
- 1/4
South
Briggs & Stratton...._. 503/24 - 1/1
Bristol Myers Squibb--871/16 + 3/s
CBT Corp. Ky.•.--237/sB 241/tA
Caterpillar.-._._.---._571/s 1/1
+ 1/24
Chrysler
Dean Foods.....-.......- 483/24 + 3/s
663/s - 3/s
Exxon.
Ford Motor.......-.-._....481/1 +
•
+ 3/4
PA° General Electric
General Motors........6815/14 + 5/ts
Goodrich...._._.-......__445/4 • 3/14
+ 3/1
1 B M-.-...-.-.-.-.1061/2 + 111/14
, Ingersoll Rand -.-._...-451/4 • 3/s
+ 3/4
•Hiikand Lyons is a markm maker in
NC- no change in iance.
Hilliard Lyons
Court
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366
,
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Prices as
of 9 a.m.
David R. King

K U Energy..............- 345/14 NC
3111/t4 - 1/s
Kroger
L G & E.-.................221/s - 3/24
Lucent Tech.------87 + 15/a6
Mattel ...........--....33"/24 - 1/26
-473/1 1/2
McDonalds
- 5/24
Merck
Microsoft -....-...............1351/s NC
595/t4 - 1/2
J.C. Penney.
Peoples Firs1*........305/14B 311/2A
Quaker Oats.....-..... 481/2 - 1/14
55111 + 5/s
Schering-Plough
55'/s - 7/is
Sears
61'3/t6 3/1
Texaco
55'/4 - 1/s
Time Warner
Wal-Mart........................363/4 • 1/1
this stock

Your Home Is Your
Biggest Investment.
Doesn't It Deserve
Grange Insurance?

For most people, buying a home is the single biggest
investment they will ever make, and insuring it just makes
good financial sense. But even more important than your
insurance policy is the service you get from your agent. So •
when you're looking for the coverage you need to protect your
investment, give me a call. I'll put my years of experience
and my commitment to personal service to work for
you. After all, your home is your
biggest investment. Doesn't it
deserve the best coverage you
INSURANCE
ran
can get?
Your partner in protection

O

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
HILLIARD
LYONS

901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355

Our Best Investment Is You.
HISsed, W.L Lyons. hwk • Usaihrit NYSE and UPC
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).SAVE NOW!
Tuesday-Thursday, October 7-9
JCPenney - Murray, Ky. Only

THREE DAYS ONLY!

O

ANY ONE
0 OFF REGULAR PRICED ITEM

Bring this coupon in on Tuesday, Wednesday or Thursday, October 7-9 and receive 30% off one regular priced item of your
choice! Otfer good only on one item Does not include gift certificates, styling salon, gift wrap,fragrances, Value Right°, sale
or clearance items, JNCO*, Levi" or Nike" apparel May not be redeemed for cash, used for payment on any account, or in
combination with any other JCPenney coupon.

Holland Tire Co.

JCPenney

East Main • 753-5606
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CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER
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